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ABSTRACT
Lattice models of glasses and Potts models for
community detection
Richard K. Darst
In Part I, we construct a configurationally constrained lattice glass model following the example
of Biroli and Mézard (Phys. Rev. Lett., 82, 025501 (2001)), which we denote t154. By examining
the relaxation, atomic motion, Stokes-Einstein relationship violation, time-dependent displacement
(van Hove function), wavevector-dependent relaxation, and multi-point correlations S4 and χ4, we
can show that this new model satisfies all minimal requirements set by the observed phenomena of
dynamical heterogeneity of supercooled liquids, though with a drastically different theoretical basis
from existing lattice models of glasses based on kinetic facilitation. We then proceed to perform a
more detailed comparison between lattice glass models, including t154 and a model by Ciamarra
et. al. (Phys. Rev. E 68 066111 (2003)), with traditional facilitated models. We study two forms
of dynamical sensitivity: sensitivity to boundary conditions, and a sensitivity to initial conditions.
By comparison to atomistic computer simulation, we find evidence that the lattice glass models
better describe glassy behavior. We conclude by discussing the implications of our findings for
contrasting theories of the glass transition.
In Part II, we change our focus and examine community detection in graphs from a theoretical
standpoint. Many disparate community definitions have been proposed, however except for one,
few have been analyzed in any great detail. In this work, we, for the first time, formally study
a definition based on internal edge density. Using the concept that internal edge density is the
fraction of intra-community edges relative to the maximal number of intra-community edges, we
produce a rich framework to use as the basis of community detection. We discuss its use in lo-
cal and global community detection algorithms, and how our methods can extend to overlapping
and hierarchical communities, and weighted, directed, and multi-graphs. In order to validate our
definition, we use the recently proposed affiliation graph model and both theoretically and compu-
tationally demonstrate the suitability of edge density to solve this problem. We see that internal
edge density can perform successful detection on this benchmark under a variety of conditions.
We then discuss the limitations of edge density, the types of community structure it will and will
not be able to successfully detect, and emphasize the importance of detailed study of real-world
community structure in order to produce evidence-based community detection algorithms.
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Chapter 1
Introduction to the Glass Transition
Glasses are non-equilibrium solids that have the structure of liquids but the mechanical properties of
crystals. They are formed from the slow cooling of liquids until a threshold of viscosity of 1013 Poise
is reached. At this point, the flow rate in a microscopic sense is similar to that of the real crystals.
There is currently no consensus on why this dramatic slowing occurs, and the nature of amorphous
solids remains a mystery. Much focus has recently been placed on understanding the dynamics
in supercooled liquids before vitrification occurs. These dynamics are heterogeneous, with groups
of particles undergoing large displacements against a background of immobility. Consequences of
this dynamical heterogeneity manifest in violations of the Stokes-Einstein relationship, “fat-tails”
in displacement functions, and growing non-linear susceptibilities that signal nontrivial growing
length scales.
Scientists have long wondered about the origin and role of this dynamical heterogeneity in
glasses and supercooled liquids. One camp attributes the heterogeneity to purely kinetic criteria.
In this viewpoint, purely kinetic effects (the disallowing of certain otherwise allowable dynamical
moves) are sufficient to explain the glass transition. It is postulated that in a supercooled liquid,
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a majority of particles are jammed in place and unable to move. Only in certain regions are there
particles which can undergo significant rearrangements, and as these rearrangements occur, the
mobile regions diffuse around the system. The net effect is the emergence of dynamical hetero-
geneity: many regions locked and unable to move, and other smaller regions which are capable
of rearrangement. There are several standard lattice models incorporating these effects, including
the Fredrickson-Andersen and Kob-Andersen models[8, 9]. All of these models have trivial ther-
modynamics, in fact, all configurations with a fixed number of vacancies or defects are equally
allowed. The proponents of a facilitated origin of dynamical heterogeneity have numerous models
at their disposal and have made an impressive case for their viewpoint via the matching of dynam-
ical behaviors produced by such models with the dynamic heterogeneity seen in simulations and
experiments.
A different group holds that configurational (“thermodynamic”) effects are responsible for the
emergence of dynamical heterogeneity. In this viewpoint, there is a subtly different origin of glassy
behavior. Here, instead of blocking of certain moves, it is certain configurations which are dis-
allowed. The practical difference from the facilitated models is very subtle though conceptually
significant. Recent research has paid much less attention paid to examining the configurational
viewpoint from the standpoint of simple models in real space. In part, this has been because there
are far fewer simple models available for the testing of configurational hypotheses.
In the work of Part I of this thesis, we have two primary goals. In Chapter 2, we develop
a new “lattice glass model”, a term which is taken to refer to configurationaly-restrained models
of glasses on a lattice. Previous lattice models of glasses have mostly been based on facilitated
rules, a.-priori postulating the glassy behavior has a purely kinetic origin. In 2001, Biroli and
Mézard created a model with a different viewpoint: instead of being constrained by kinetic rules,
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it used thermodynamic rules to limit dynamics[10]. We create a new model, denoted t154, in
the spirit of the Biroli-Mézard model, but without the propensity to crystallize, which makes it a
suitable glass model. We show that it has all of the hallmarks of glassy character, including the
production of realistic dynamical heterogeneity. This fact alone means that the mere reproduction
of the hallmarks of dynamical heterogeneity are insufficient to differentiate the configurational and
kinetic viewpoints.
In Chapter 3, we undertake a rigorous comparison between our lattice glass models, based on
configurational rules, and a wide variety of existing facilitated models. By looking at some subtle
dynamical measures, we show that the lattice glass models better reproduce detailed properties
of glassy materials, providing concrete evidence that configurational restraints are essential to the
understanding of glassy behavior.
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Chapter 2
A New Lattice Glass Model1
2.1 Introduction
The cause of the dramatic slowing of dynamics close to the empirically defined glass transition is
a subject of great continued interest and debate [11, 12]. Different theoretical proposals have been
put forward aimed at describing some or all of the phenomena commonly observed in experiments
and computer simulations [13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23]. While these proposals are
often based on completely divergent viewpoints, many of them are able to rationalize the same
observed behaviors. This fact stems from the somewhat limited amount of information available
from experiments and simulations. Since the growth of relaxation times in glassy systems is pre-
cipitous, it is very difficult, and in some cases impossible, to distinguish models solely on the basis
of different predictions of gross temperature dependent relaxation behavior. In addition, computer
simulations, which are often more detailed than experiments, are limited by the range of times
1Reprinted with permission from J. Chem. Phys. 132 044510 (2010). Copyright 2010, American Institute of
Physics.
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scales and sizes of systems that can be studied. These difficulties have hindered the search for a
consensus on the microscopic underpinnings of vitrification.
Despite the continued debate that revolves around the theoretical description of supercooled
liquids and glasses, little argument exists regarding the importance of dynamical heterogeneity as
a key feature of glassy behavior [24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29]. Dynamical heterogeneity refers to the
fact that as a liquid is supercooled, dynamics become starkly spatially heterogeneous, requiring the
cooperative motion of groups of particles for relaxation to occur. Dynamical heterogeneous motion
manifests in several ways, and leads to violations of the Stokes-Einstein relation [30, 31, 32, 33, 34],
cooperative hopping motion reflected in nearly exponential tails in particle displacement functions
[35, 36, 37, 38, 13], and growing length scales such as those associated with the recovery of Fickian
diffusion [39, 40, 41, 42], growing multi-point correlation functions [43, 44, 45, 46, 17, 47, 48, 49,
50, 51]. Indeed, the relatively recent explication of the phenomena of dynamical heterogeneity
has dramatically shifted the focus of the field and has placed new constraints on the necessary
ingredients for a successful theory of glass formation.
Given the similarity of some aspects of dynamical heterogeneity to critical fluctuations in stan-
dard critical phenomena, it is natural to investigate two and three dimensional simplified coarse-
grained models that encode the crucial features of this heterogeneity. Currently, the most investi-
gated class of coarse-grained models are the “kinetically constrained models” (KCMs) [13, 14, 1, 2,
52]. KCMs are spin or lattice models that generate slow, glassy relaxation via constraints on the
dynamical moves that are allowed. The slowing down of the dynamics is caused by rarefactions of
facilitating regions, also called defects. Importantly, although the dynamics is complex the thermo-
dynamics is trivial since the dynamical rules are such that all configurations are equally likely. The
philosophy of this viewpoint is that thermodynamic quantities, such as the configurational entropy,
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are not the fundamental underlying cause of the growing time scales in supercooled liquids. It has
been argued that the quantitative disagreement [53] between thermodynamic features of KCMs and
real experiments is of little dynamical consequence [54]. In support of this perspective is the fact
that KCMs have been remarkably successful in generating features of dynamical heterogeneity such
as Stokes-Einstein decoupling, growing dynamical length scales, and excess tails in the real-space
particle displacement function [32, 41, 55, 56].
On the other hand, one may wonder if a deeper viewpoint would allow for an understanding of
the kinetic rules that govern particle motion in the supercooled liquids. It is natural to speculate
that such aspects might have roots in the thermodynamics of configurations. Indeed, simple local
Monte Carlo “dynamics” can reproduce all features of dynamical heterogeneity seen in Newtonian
molecular dynamics simulations, and are based simply on making local moves that are configu-
rationally allowed [57]. Lattice models based on this concept are called “lattice glass models”
(LGMs), and were first considered by Biroli and Mézard [10]. The rules for such models seem at
first sight like that of KCMs. For example in the simplest versions of such models a particle may
move if it is surrounded by no more than a fixed number of nearest neighbors before and after the
move [58, 59, 60, 6]. Locally this is identical to the type of dynamical constraint that appears in
the KCMs introduced by Kob and Andersen [2]. However, this constraint must be met globally:
all particles must have no more than a fixed number of nearest neighbors. As the density of the
system increases, fewer and fewer configurations exist for which these constraints may be satisfied.
It is thus the entropy of configurations that governs the slowing of dynamics, intimately connecting
the non-trivial thermodynamic weight of states accessible to the local dynamics. Indeed, LGMs
can be solved exactly within the Bethe approximation, or on Bethe lattices [10, 60], and have been
shown to have a glass transition due to the vanishing of the configurational entropy. The distinction
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Figure 2.1: Comparison and distinction of a caricature of a kinetically constrained model with
a lattice glass model. In the KCM any configuration is allowed, but move may only be made if
a particle has at least one missing neighbor before and after the move. In the LGM, the global
configuration is defined such that all particles must have at least one missing neighbor, and all
dynamical moves must respect this rule. Note that the local environment around the moving
particle is identical in this example, while the global configurations are distinct. Periodic boundary
conditions are assumed for both panels.
between the KCM and LGM viewpoint is illustrated in Fig. 2.1.
LGMs have been studied by a number of groups, but the focus has not generally been on real-
space aspects of dynamical heterogeneity. For example, Coniglio and coworkers have developed a
simple LGM that avoids crystallization and displays many features of typical glass-forming mate-
rials, including a growing multi-point susceptibility (χ4(t)) [60, 6]. On the other hand, this system
appears to behave as a strong glass-former, with a stretching parameter close to one, and exhibits
essentially no Stokes-Einstein violation. Our goal in this work is to survey in detail the dynamical
behavior of a new LGM which bears similarity to the original Biroli-Mézard model but is not prone
to crystallization. The main conclusion that we draw is that LGMs are at least as realistic as KCMs
in their description of all commonly studied features of dynamical heterogeneity. In this regard,
simple coarse-grained lattice models based on the thermodynamic weight of states are no less viable
as fundamental caricatures of glassy liquids than are KCMs based on weights of trajectories. We
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conclude our work by highlighting several key ways that LGMs and KCMs may be distinguished.
We reserve the investigation of these comparisons for a future study. Our paper is organized as
follows: Sec. 2.2 outlines the model. Sec. 2.3 discusses both simple averaged dynamics as well as
aspects of dynamical heterogeneity. In Sec. 2.4 we conclude with a discussion of the meaning of
our findings and the future directions to be pursued.
2.2 Model
Here we define the LGM that forms the basis of our simulations. The original model of Biroli-
Mézard is quite prone to crystallization [10]. This fact makes its use problematic for the study
of glassy behavior since crystallization always intervenes before supercooling becomes significant.
The crystallization problem persists on a square lattice for all binary mixtures we have studied.
However, we have found that certain generalizations of the Biroli-Mézard model with three species
of particles are stable against crystallization for the densities that are sufficiently high that glassy
dynamics may be clearly observed.
Our model follows the original rules of the Biroli-Mézard model. Particles exist on a cubic
periodic lattice of side L = 15 and each lattice site can contain only zero or one particle. All
particles, at all times, must satisfy the condition a particle of type “m” must have m or fewer
neighbors of any type. A neighbor is considered any particle in one of the 2d (d=dimensionality)
closest lattice sites along the cubic coordinate axes 2.
2It should be noted that LGMs of the type described here involve extreme constraints that must be globally
satisfied and are thus not realistic translations of off-lattice particle-based models. Such constraints might indeed
induce artificial behavior, especially at higher densities. It would be most interesting to investigate “soft” versions of
such models where constraints may be locally violated at the cost of an energy penalty. In this regard, such models
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The particular three species model we employ is defined by 10% type 1 particles, 50% type 2
particles, and 40% type 3 particles. We denote this model the “t154” model to indicate its basis
in thermodynamics and to specify the types and percentages of each particle. The composition of
t154 model was determined via trial and error by picking particle types with clashing crystalliza-
tion motifs thereby frustrating crystallization. Crystallization was monitored by inspection of the
angle resolved static structure factor, direct inspection of configurations, and by monitoring bulk
thermodynamic quantities.
As discussed in the introduction, there appear to be strong similarities between the rules that
govern KCMs such as the Kob-Andersen model and the t154 model [2]. For example both models
employ constraints with a maximum number of neighbors, but in the Kob-Andersen model this
restriction only applies to the mobile particles, while in the t154 model applies to all particles. Our
model does not require any special dynamics methods. We employ local canonical Monte Carlo
“dynamics” via primitive translational moves [57]. Note that for the t154 model the energy can
only be zero (no packing violations) or infinite (packing violation or overlap), thus the acceptance
criteria reduces to rejection if there is a packing violation and acceptance otherwise. This allows us
to implement an event-driven algorithm which accelerates the simulation of lattice dynamics [62].
For thermodynamic studies we employ grand-canonical Monte Carlo with both translational
moves as well as particle insertion/deletion. Fig. 2.2 contains a plot of the density of the system as
a function of the chemical potential of type 1 particles. Models which crystallize (such as original
binary model of Biroli-Mézard) have a sharp jump in this curve at the crystallization point. Clearly,
would be the configurational analog of KCMs where dynamical constraints may be broken at the cost of an energy
penalty, see Chandler, D. and J.P. Garrahan, “Dynamics on the Way to Forming Glass: Bubbles in Space-time”[61].
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this feature is absent in the t154 model. For comparison, both curves are displayed 3.
2.3 Dynamical Behavior
2.3.1 Simple Bulk Dynamics
In this subsection we describe the behavior of a simple 2-point observable, namely the self-intermediate










We measure Fs(k, t) only for the type-2 particles which are present in the greatest fraction for the
three distinct species. Throughout this paper, we report k-vectors using k′, where k = 2πL k
′. We
have checked that Fs(k, t) is qualitatively similar for the other species of particles. The relaxation
of Fs(k, t) of the system at the wavevector k
′ = 5 (k = 2π3 ) for various densities is shown in Fig. 2.3.
The bulk of the decay may be fit to a stretched exponential function, Fs(k, t) = exp(−(t/τα(k))β(k)).
As is customary, the alpha-relaxation time is found by the value Fs(τα) = 1/e and the β(k) exponent
3A subtle issue arises in the nature of glassy behavior observed in the t154 model outlined in this work. LGMs could
have a dynamical percolation-like transition, as in the spiral model [63]. This has been indeed found in some LGMs on
the Bethe lattice [64] and would slow down the dynamics for reasons completely different from the diminishing of the
configurational entropy. If there is a low-lying crystal phase then one can show that this dynamical percolation-like
transition cannot take place in finite dimension. Although we have not found a crystal phase for the model, the
existence of such a transition seems unlikely and irrelevant for our present work. First, it can be shown that blocked
structures, if they exist, have to verify much more constraints than in the spiral model [63]. Second, we have found
that the relaxation time growth of the persistence functions with increasing density in local canonical Monte Carlo
simulations are similar to those under grand-canonical dynamics, which cannot contain any blocked structure. The
union of these two facts render the dynamical blocking scenario highly unlikely.



































Figure 2.2: Crystallization thermodynamics in LGM. Top: The t154 model. µ1 refers to the
chemical potential of the type 1 particles. The maximum density observed for the 153 lattice is
.5479 (exactly 1849 out of 3375 lattice sites occupied). The three plotted quenching rates vary
between a .01 and .05 increase of µ1 per 10000 cycles. Bottom: A close up of the equivalent
plot for the BM model. Note the clear discontinuity upon crystallization. Slower µ-increase rates
produce a sharper discontinuity.
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is determined by a direct fit to the terminal decay. We find that for densities below approximately
ρ = 0.48 the value of β saturates at the expected value β = 1 characteristic of simple non-glassy
dynamics, while for the highest density simulated, β = 0.7. This behavior, over a similar range
of supercooling, is reminiscent of the behavior found in atomistic models of glass-forming liquids
[66, 67]. In order to better reveal the relaxation behavior, Fs(t) is also displayed on a log-log vs.
log-time scale. In this plot, the slope of the long time growth is related to the exponent β. We have
found that the values of β extracted from the slopes of the long time portion of the log-log vs. log
plot indeed coincide with that found by a direct fit to a stretched exponential form. At the highest
densities a shoulder appears in the short time relaxation. This feature is indicative of a secondary
relaxation feature perhaps akin to beta-relaxation in realistic glass-forming liquids. It should be
noted, however, that the amplitude of this feature is very close to unity. This is quantitatively
distinct from the plateau values expected in atomistic off-lattice models [66, 67] and even LGMs
with more complicated lattice degrees of freedom [60, 6], but is similar to that encountered in simple
spin models such as variants of the Random Orthogonal Model [68].
As is typical of fragile glass-forming systems, the t154 model exhibits relaxation times that do
not follow the (generalized) Arrhenius form [69]. This behavior is illustrated in Fig. 2.4. At low
densities, plots of log(τ) versus ρ indeed follow a straight line, however in the vicinity of ρ ∼ 0.5
the plot of τ versus ρ deviates from this straight line and the functional density dependence of the
relaxation time becomes much more precipitous. While we have not attempted to quantitatively
characterize this density dependence, it should be noted that the onset of increased sensitivity to
changes in density occurs is the same narrow window that marks the noticeable decrease in the
values of the stretching exponent β.























































Figure 2.3: Decay of the self-intermediate scattering function Fs(k, t) for k
′ = 5 (k = 2πL k
′). Densi-
ties are .3, .4, .45, .48, .50, .51, .52, .53, .535, .5375, .5400, .5425 from fastest relaxation to slowest
relaxation. These densities are used in all plots in this paper unless otherwise indicated. Top: Plot-
ted on a linear-log scale. Bottom: Same data as upper panel plotted on a log(− log10(Fs(k, t)))
vs log(t) scale. Lowest density curves are at the top left.













































































Figure 2.4: Top: τα (time at which Fs(k, t) = 1/e) as a function of density, ρ. Plotted for
k′ = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, with lowest k at the top. Center: Beta stretching exponent of Fs(k, t) (from
terminal fits Fs(k, t) ∼ exp(−(t/τα)β)). Lowest k curve is at the top of the plot. Bottom: Plot
of log scale τα against chemical potential µ of type 2 particles. The behavior is consistent with
τα = 5.7 exp(−21µ2/(µ2 − 24)).
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2.3.2 Motion on the Atomic Scale
We begin our discussion of the nature of heterogeneous dynamical behavior in the t154 LGM by
observing the qualitative details of particle motion under supercooled conditions. This will set
the stage for analysis of quantitative measures of dynamical heterogeneity in the model. For the
sake of comparison, we also investigate the analogous behavior in the Kob-Andersen model. This
comparison is useful because it suggests how models with similar local rules but different global
rules (rooted in either the purely kinetic or thermodynamic basis of the particular model) may give
rise to distinct dynamics at the particle scale.
We start by simply observing the patterns of mobility in real space starting from a set initial
condition of the t154 model found at a given density after equilibration. A similar analysis has
been performed recently by Chaudhuri et al. for the Kob-Andersen model, where no equilibration
is required since all initial configurations with a set density of defects are allowed [70]. For a
theoretical description of the dynamics of the Kob-Andersen model, see [71]. We note that, as
expected, the t154 model exhibits regions of spatially localized particle activity against a backdrop
of transiently immobilized particles. A rather remarkable feature of the patterns of mobility in this
model is that we find evidence of string-like motion, where a group of particles moves over a short
distance, each taking the place of the previous particle in the string [72, 73]. This motif can be
seen mostly on timescales less than the α-relaxation time, but occasionally string-like motion may
be seen to persist on longer timescales. This behavior is demonstrated in Fig. 2.5.
The behavior of particle motion observed in the Kob-Andersen model is somewhat different than
that seen in the t154 model as described above. As in the t154 model, and as observed by Chaudhuri
et al., motion in the Kob-Andersen model shows similar activity regions in the vicinity of defect sites
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giving rise to heterogeneous motion. However, the boundaries between active and inactive regions
at comparable timescales appear to be more distinct in the Kob-Andersen model. Furthermore,
the particle scale motion in the Kob-Andersen is much more isotropic, exhibiting much fewer cases
of directional mobility compared with the t154 model. It would be interesting to compare the two
models by quantifying this difference via the type of directional multi-point correlators devised
by Doliwa and Heuer [74]. It is not clear if the difference between the models is related to the
fundamental distinction between LGMs and KCMs or just the specifics of the particular models
considered. In particular, the t154 is a multi-component model, unlike the Kob-Andersen model.
The string-like motion on short time scales seems to occur predominantly on the rather rough
boundaries of slow clusters[75]. This behavior, reminiscent of the picture of dynamic heterogeneity
that put forward by Stillinger [76], might be strongly influenced by compositional heterogeneity. A
useful way to address general issues related to how the initial configuration constrains subsequent
dynamics would be a systematic iso-configurational ensemble analysis comparing LGMs and KCMs
[77]. This will be the topic of a future publication [78].
In the next few sections, we discuss how some of the most important indicators of dynamical
heterogeneity in supercooled liquids manifest in the t154 model. The quantities that we discuss
are the magnitude of violations of the Stokes-Einstein relation, exponential tails (indicative of
hopping transport) in the van Hove function, the existence of a Fickian length scale and the
development of a dynamical length scale quantified by the multi-point function S4(q, t). Unless
otherwise stated, specific correlation functions and transport coefficients are calculated with respect
to type-2 particles.
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.5: Examples of string-like motion apparent in the t154 model. (a) An example of a string
with all neighboring particles removed. (b) A similar string in the context of other particles. Note
that here the string is truly isolated in space, away from other mobile particles. In these figures,
type 1 particles are white, type 2 particles are blue, and type 3 are green. Sites occupied at the
initial time but vacated at the final time are shown in red. These pictures show only the differences
in position of particles between the origin of time and the final time, not the path the particles
took to achieve that displacement. All figures are at a density of .5400, with ∆t times in (a) 251,
(b) 199526. The α-relaxation time for k′ = 5 at this density is about 7.8× 106
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.6: Examples cluster shapes in the (a) the t154, model, density ρ = .5400 and (b) the
Kob-Andersen model, density ρ = .8500. Arrows indicate motion between initial and final times.
Time separation is 1/10th of the α-relaxation time. In the t154 model, we see more fractal and
disconnected clusters, while in the KA model, mobile domains tend to be smoother clusters.
2.3.3 Stokes-Einstein Violation
In typical fluids a mean-field linear-response relationship asserts that the product of the tracer
particle diffusion constant and the fluid viscosity divided by the temperature is a constant [65].
This connection between diffusion and dissipation is known as the Stokes-Einstein relationship,
and empirically is known to hold even at the atomic scale in liquids over a wide range of densities
and temperatures. In supercooled liquids, the Stokes-Einstein relation generally does not hold
[30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 79, 80]. In fact, the product of the diffusion constant and the viscosity of a
liquid may exceed that expected from the Stokes-Einstein relation by several orders of magnitude
close to the glass transition. There are many theoretical explanations for Stokes-Einstein violations
in supercooled liquids, which essentially all invoke dynamical heterogeneity as the fundamental
factor leading to the breakdown of the simple relationship between diffusion and viscosity. It
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should be noted that similar relationships hold between the diffusion constant and the self and
collective time constants associated with the decay of density fluctuations. In this work we focus
on the relaxation time of the self-intermediate scattering function defined above as our proxy for
the fluid viscosity.
It is well known that the product Dτα, where τα is the α-relaxation time of the self-intermediate
scattering function shows a strong temperature/density dependence in both realistic atomic simu-
lations as well as in the class of KCMs that describe fragile glass-forming liquids. No direct studies
of this quantity have been made in LGMs. The LGM of Coniglio and coworkers would appear
to show essentially no Stokes-Einstein violations because the diffusion constant and the relaxation
time may both be fit to power laws with exponents that have, within numerical accuracy, the same
magnitude [60, 6]. This, however is not surprising since many of the features of the model resemble
those of a strong glass-forming system, where violations of the Stokes-Einstein relation are, at most,
weak. The features of the t154 model with regard to non-exponential relaxation and the density
dependence of the relaxation time τα indicate that this model behaves more like a fragile glass
former. Thus, we expect clear violations of the Stokes-Einstein relation. Indeed, as shown in Fig.
2.7, Dτα increases markedly as density is increased. Over the range densities that we can access,
the magnitude of the violation is very similar to that seen in the canonical Kob-Andersen Lennard
Jones mixture over a comparable range of changes in relaxation time [37]. Interestingly, violations
begin to become pronounced at densities similar to where the relaxation times and stretching expo-
nents become strongly sensitive to increased density. Thus, a consistent onset density is observed
as in more realistic atomistic systems.





















Figure 2.7: Violation of the Stokes-Einstein relation, Dτα ∼ constant, using τα at k′=5. Data has
been normalized to Dτα = 1 at the lowest density.
2.3.4 van Hove Function
It is now rather well established that an additional “quasi-universal” feature of dynamical het-
erogeneity near the glass transition is contained in the shape of the real-space van Hove function
[36, 37, 38, 39]. In particular it has been argued the tails of the self van Hove function should be
approximately exponential in form. These “fat tails” imply that the rare particles that do undergo
large displacements exist in populations in excess of what would be expected in a purely Gaussian
displacement distribution. While non-Gaussian tails should be expected of any distribution for the
wings that fall outside the limits of bounds set by the Central Limit Theorem, the palpable expo-
nential tails in supercooled liquids imply large non-Gaussian effects indicative of transport that is
strongly effected by heterogeneous hopping motion.
Here, we demonstrate that such effects occur in the t154 model in a manner similar to that seen
both in experiments in colloidal and granular systems as well as in computer simulations of atomic














Figure 2.8: van Hove function for ρ = .5375 and various times. Distances are measured indepen-
dently along each coordinate axis. The times plotted, from left to right, are 105, 316227 (approx.
the α-relaxation time), and 106. An exponential fit to the tail of the t = 316227 case is shown by
a dotted line.
systems. Fig. 2.8 shows the self part of the real-space van Hove function,
Gs(x, t) = 〈δ (x− |x̂ · (ri(t)− ri(0))|)〉 , (2.2)
for the type two particles in the t154 model. Because we are on a lattice, we restrict our distances
along the three coordinate axes x̂ individually in our calculation. We see that for times of the
order of the α-relaxation time, these tails are clearly visible. For very long or short time scales,
the shape of the tail deviates somewhat from the more exponential form exhibited at intermediate
times. This behavior is quite similar to that seen in simulations of atomistic systems [37, 38], and
is fully consistent with the behavior found in KCMs [35].
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2.3.5 Fickian Length
Related to the existence of excess tails in the van Hove function is the existence of a length scale
that characterizes the anomalous transport. More specifically, the exponential tails in the van
Hove function are distinguished from the Gaussian form of the displacement distribution obtained at
relatively short distances for fixed times. The crossover from Fickian to non-Fickian behavior should
be characterized by time scales as well as length scales over which this crossover occurs. A non-
Fickian length scale may be defined by examining the k-dependent diffusion constant D(k) = 1
ταk2
[40, 41, 42]. The wavevector that characterizes the crossover from the expected diffusive behavior to
an anomalous regime is inversely related to such a length scale. In Fig. 2.9 we plot D(k′). Clearly, as
the density is increased, the length scale separating the Fickian and non-Fickian regimes increases.
This behavior is consistent with that found in KCMs and simulations of atomistic glass-forming
liquids. It should be noted that Stokes-Einstein violations, the development of exponential tails
in the self van Hove function, and a well-developed Fickian length scale are all manifestations of
related aspects of dynamically heterogeneous motion in supercooled liquids [37].
2.3.6 χ4 and S4 Fluctuation Measures
The Fickian length scale is merely one length scale that arises naturally in systems where dynamics
become increasingly heterogeneous. Perhaps more fundamental is the growth of dynamical length
scales associated with multi-point correlations of the dynamics. Supercooled liquids do not show
simple static correlations that would indicate a growing correlation length. It should be noted that
this does not exclude growing static correlations of a more complex kind, for example point-to-set
correlations [17, 81, 48]. Regardless, cooperativity in dynamics may be measured via first defining























. Densities of .3000 (upper) and .5425
(lower). The higher density curve is multiplied by a scale factor of 2.992×105 for ease of comparison.
A dotted flat line is included for reference of behavior expected in the purely Fickian case.






eiq·ri(0) [cos (k · (∆ri(t)))− Fs(k, t)] (2.3)
where ∆ri(t) = ri(0)− ri(t). fk(q, t) is defined for one configuration, and the average is over all k






where this average is over the most general ensemble of configurations [46]. The χ4 value is defined
as the limit S4(q → 0). χ4(t) may be calculated strictly at q = 0 from
χ4(t) = N
〈
|δfk(q = 0, t)|2
〉
(2.5)
where the average is over the entire ensemble and all k consistent with the magnitude of k. Note
that, as discussed in [46], the value of χ4(t) computed in this manner is a lower bound for the
extrapolation of S4(q → 0, t).
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The quantity S4(q, t) is a multi-point dynamical analog of S(q). Just as the low q behavior
of S(q) indicates a growing (static) length scale in systems approaching a second order phase
transition, scattering from dynamically heterogeneous regions undergoing cooperative motion will
manifest growth in the amplitude of the low q region of Sol4 (q, t), indicative of the size scale of the
dynamical correlations for systems approaching the glass transition.
The behavior of the quantity Sol4 (q, t) is shown in Fig. 2.10. Only type-2 particles have been
used in the calculation. As can clearly be seen, for densities above ρ ∼ 0.5 which constitutes the
onset density of this system, the low q behavior shows a marked upturn as q → 0. The growth of
Sol4 (q, t) as q → 0 as density is increased suggests a growing length scale as supercooling progresses.
This non-trivial behavior is what is found in atomistic simulated systems. Future work will be
devoted to a precise characterization of the length scale that may be extracted from Sol4 (q, t) in
the t154 model so that a comparison may be made with recent work detailing the behavior of this
length in realistic off-lattice systems [82, 51].
2.4 Conclusion
In this paper we have presented a new LGM based on the original Biroli-Mézard model [10]. Via
the introduction of an additional species of particle, we have demonstrated that our model is stable
against crystallization. This fact allows us to study sufficiently high density configurations that
manifest features of dynamical heterogeneity. Unlike some previous LGMs, our model exhibits the
canonical features of a fragile glass-former. In terms of the gross features of relaxation behavior, our
LGM shows behavior similar to the standard Kob-Andersen Lennard-Jones (KALJ) mixture. In
particular, we find that the degree of violation of the Stokes-Einstein relation and the magnitude






























Figure 2.10: Top: Top:Plot of S4(q, t) at τα for densities 0.51, 0.52, 0.53 and 0.54. Bottom: Plot
of χ4(t) for the same densities. Peak values correspond to lower bounds for of the value of S4(q, t)
in the upper panel at q = 0.
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of stretching in the decay of the self-intermediate scattering function track the relaxation times
at densities above the onset of supercooling in a manner consistent with that seen in the KALJ
system. Features of dynamical heterogeneity such as exponential tails in the van Hove function, the
growth of a dynamical length scale as quantified by the function S4(q, t), Stokes-Einstein violations
and the emergence of a Fickian length scale all occur in a manner expected from experiments and
simulations of fragile glass-forming liquids.
The similarity between the description of dynamic heterogeneity found in KCMs and LGMs
stands in stark contrast to the underlying foundations of the models themselves. As emphasized
in the introduction, KCMs are based on a constrained dynamics for which the number of available
dynamical paths leading to relaxation becomes increasingly rare as the density increases and the
number of defects decrease. In KCMs all real-space configurations at a fixed number of defects
(excluding rare blocked configurations) are equally likely. On the other hand LGMs are based
on transitions between real-space configurations that become increasingly scarce as the density is
increased. This is not to say that there is not a facilitated-like dynamics in LGMs. On the contrary,
as we have demonstrated in sec. 2.3, local and sometimes anisotropic dynamics may be generated
naturally in LGMs without the explicit introduction of facilitating defects. An important message
that emerges from this study is that the phenomenology of dynamic heterogeneity is not sufficient
to distinguish pictures or validate models based on transitions between sets of states in configuration
space from those based on sets of paths in space-time.
How then might these pictures be differentiated? While contrasting competing models that
generate seemingly similar dynamical behavior is a difficult endeavor, several possible studies might
be useful for this task. Here we outline four avenues that could provide key information that
distinguish the purely dynamical picture from one based on transitions thermodynamic states.
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a) The mosaic length scale: The Random First Order Theory (RFOT) of Wolynes and coworkers
posits the existence of a static length scale which is defined by the region over which particles are
pinned by the surrounding self-generated amorphous configuration [16, 17, 48]. This length scale
also exists in KCMs, but it is decoupled from the relaxation dynamics of the system [83]. Recent
atomistic computer simulations have successfully located the mosaic length scale [48]. It would
be quite useful to perform an analysis similar to that devised by Jack and Garrahan for LGMs
[83]. Since LGMs are based on the entropy of real-space configurations, it is expected that here the
mosaic length does couple to the glassy dynamics. Since LGMs are much simpler than atomistic
off-lattice models, the direct study of the mosaic length (and point-to-set correlations in general)
in LGMs might provide key avenues for the testing of the putative coupling between relaxation and
such length scales in simulated atomistic systems.
b) Correlations between configurational entropy and dynamics: Empirical correlations between
the configurational entropy and the α-relaxation time have been noted for many years, and this
correlation lies at the heart of several prominent theories. Such correlations are still widely debated,
but seem to hold at least crudely in many glass-forming systems [84, 85]. LGMs should be expected
to exhibit such correlations, while it is known that KCMs do not exhibit such correlations. Recently
Karmakar et al. purported to show that finite-size effects of the α relaxation time follow precisely
the Adam-Gibbs relation between the configurational entropy and the α-relaxation time in the
KALJ system [51]. If true, such correlations would be a challenge to KCMs, since it is difficult
to envision how the configurational entropy would track the α-relaxation time for different system
sizes if it were not a crucial component of relaxation phenomena. Such correlations, however,
are subtle to measure since the Adam-Gibbs relationship is an exponential one and the apparent
correlation could depend on the somewhat indirect computational method used in [51] to define the
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configurational entropy. It would be most useful to investigate such effects in the simpler LGMs,
which might provide a cleaner means of isolating the configurational entropy. It should be noted
that finite size effects do appear to follow an approximate Adam-Gibbs relationship in at least
one other lattice model [86]. Such studies might spur more detailed investigations in simulated
atomistic systems thus allowing for a clear comparison between LGMs, KCMs and more realistic
systems.
c) Single-particle and collective predictability ratios: In an important piece of work, Jack and
Berthier devised metrics that access the degree to which single particle and collective dynamics
are deterministically predicted by a set initial configuration over a given time scale [87]. KCMs
and LGMs differ in how allowed configurations are constructed. KCMs have explicit defects, while
configurations in LGMs are determined by global constraints, and thus do not contain explicit
defects. Since the very composition of initial conditions differ markedly in these models, one
expects that the metrics defined by Jack and Berthier would behave differently in KCMs and
LGMs. Thus, it would be very profitable to examine the density and temperature dependence of
the single particle and collective predictability ratios in KCMs and LGMs as a possible means of
distinguishing between state-based, and dynamical constraint-based pictures [78].
d) Evolution of the facilitation mechanism approaching the glass transition: Although in both
KCM and LGM pictures facilitation plays an important role in the relaxation of the system, a
peculiar and different temperature and density evolution is expected. In particular, in the KCM
picture, facilitation is due to the motion of mobility regions or defects. Dynamics slows down, and
concomitantly dynamic heterogeneity increases, because these regions become rarer approaching
the glass transition. A crucial assumption is that these defects are conserved or at least that
non-conservation is a rare event that becomes rarer at lower temperature/high density. These
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assumptions impose important constraints on the evolution of the facilitation mechanism. Thus, it
would be very interesting to examine this issue for example using the cluster analysis developed in
[88] to study the relaxation dynamics of granular systems.
Investigation of these and other studies aimed at distinguishing the underlying pictures that
LGMs and KCMs are based on will be the subject of future work.
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Chapter 3
The Role of Facilitated and
Configurational Constraints
3.1 Introduction
The transition from a liquid to a glass is rather unusual in that it occurs without any obvious
change of symmetry as would be expected from standard phase transitions such as crystallization
or the onset of ferromagnetism[89]. In fact, unlike the latter examples, the glass transition as it
occurs in the laboratory is not a thermodynamic transition at all. This fact is most clearly indicated
by the cooling rate dependence of the glass transition temperature, defined by the temperature at
which the liquid’s viscosity reaches 1013 Poise[12]. Despite this indication that the laboratory glass
transition does not occur in a manner analogous to standard phase transitions, other aspects of
the glass transition echo the most subtle and interesting characteristics of more well understood
phase transformations. For example, it is clear that a dynamical analog of the “magnetization”
order parameter exists in the notion of a “dynamical overlap”[43, 90, 91, 92, 27]. Fluctuations
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of the dynamical overlap expose a growing dynamical length scale that becomes sizable upon
vitrification[?]. Indeed, this dynamical length scale, intimately connected to the cooperative motion
of particles known as “dynamical heterogeneity,” is an analog of the growing length scale that
accompanies standard phase transitions[49, 46, 93]. In addition, recent work points to a precise
notion of structural “amorphous long ranged order” which grows during the supercooling process
and generalizes the simple concept of static long ranged order that distinguishes a crystal from a
liquid[17, 48, 94]. These concepts provide the impetus for devising theories that draw from notions
well known from the established theories of first and second order phase transitions.
Despite the clues provided by phenomena such as dynamical heterogeneity and the growing
length scale(s) associated with glass formation, a consensus on the root causes of this phenomenol-
ogy is still lacking. Perhaps the clearest example of the dichotomy of viewpoints that currently exist
may be found in the opposing perspectives of purely dynamical theories, embodied by “kinetically
facilitated models” (KCMs)[61], and thermodynamically rooted theories such as the random-first
order theory (RFOT)[52, 16]. In the kinetic facilitation viewpoint, thermodynamics is not the
driving force for glass formation. Instead, local defects which exist at all non-zero temperatures
provide a mechanism for relaxation via the excitation of nearby defects. This picture is concretely
realized by KCMs, a class of spin and lattice models which have trivial thermodynamic properties
by construction. In KCMs defects thermodynamically behave as an ideal gas. However kinetic rules
that constrain their motion are sufficient to produce essentially all of the kinetic phenomenology of
glass-forming systems and dynamical heterogeneity including non-Gaussian displacement functions,
Stokes-Einstein violation, and growing dynamical length scales.
Interestingly, thermodynamically based theories also may be realized in a class of simple lattice
models called “lattice glass models” (LGMs)[10, 6]. LGMs are at first sight quite different than
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KCMs. In particular, these models have non-trivial thermodynamic correlations between particles.
Dynamics in such models occur locally under the constraint that moves must respect a thermody-
namic or configurational rule that applies to all particles. Distinguished defects are not anointed
in such models, although a facilitated-like motion may arise naturally as a consequence of obeying
the thermodynamic constraints on allowed motion. Despite this fact, the origin of glassy behavior
in the two classes of models is completely different. In LGMs, dynamics become slow because
the non-trivial diminishing of the configurational entropy of available configurations. In KCMs
the configurational entropy is totally decoupled from the slowing of dynamics which occurs due
to the interplay between the growing sparsity of (ideally distributed) defects and the dynamical
constraints on their motion. Despite this marked distinction, we have recently demonstrated that
LGMs are just as successful at reproducing the non-trivial consequences of dynamical heterogeneity
in supercooled liquids as are KCMs[5].
One might hope that the simplicity of lattice-based models would make the task of determining
the root causes of glassy behavior easier. In particular subjecting two classes of simple models such
KCMs and LGMs to the battery of tests posed by the subtle behavior exhibited by supercooled
liquids would seem to be a viable strategy for accessing the relative successes and failures of the
purely dynamical viewpoint vis-à-vis the thermodynamically-based one. On the other hand the
fact that both classes of models seem broadly consistent with what is known about dynamics and
dynamical heterogeneity in supercooled liquids makes this task considerably harder[5, 35, 41, 32].
In this paper we focus on two aspects of behavior that might serve to distinguish LGMs and KCMs.
In particular, we investigate differences in behavior that can be traced to the two classes of model’s
sensitivity to boundary conditions and to initial conditions. We start by focusing on the behavior
of KCMs and LGMs with respect to dynamical behavior inside the boundary of particles frozen
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within equilibrated configurations[17, 48, 83]. We further investigate the statistical properties of the
reproducibility of isoconfigurational dynamics in the manner defined by Berthier and Jack[77, 87].
3.2 Cavity Dynamics: Sensitivity to Boundary Conditions
There has been much recent attention focused on quantifying growing structural or thermodynamic
length scales in supercooled liquids. Much of this work has been aimed at ”point-to-set” construc-
tions, whereby a subset of particles are frozen, and the unfrozen particles are sampled[89, 17, 48, 94,
87, 95, 96]. The purpose of such an exercise, which may be performed in a variety of geometries, is
to generate all equilibrium configurations that share partial configurational identity. By construct-
ing such a set of configurations, one may quantitatively determine the local entropy of particle
arrangements and hence the length scale over which a system is constrained thermodynamically.
This point-to-set length scale is associated with growing “amorphous order” and is indicative of
the length scale over which amorphous frozen boundary conditions propagate into the bulk.
It is well known that certain KCMs have a dual thermodynamic representation for which this
cavity construction and the notion of a growing point-to-set length scale is meaningful[97]. Jack
and Garrahan carried out an investigation of the behavior of square and triangular plaquette mod-
els with regard to the growing point-to-set length scale as well as the dynamics within frozen
cavities[83]. They found that there was a relationship between growing dynamical time scales and
the point-to-set length scale, but this relationship did not take the activated form expected from
RFOT-like theories. They demonstrated that dynamics become faster inside (large) cavities con-
structed within the triangular plaquette model, while the opposite is true for the square plaquette
model. Since only the triangular plaquette model is dual to a model of fragile glassy liquids, this
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result is in contradiction to recent computer simulations using local moves in models of fragile
supercooled liquids, where dynamics inside frozen cavities slows markedly[95].
It is important to note that in the particle/spin representation, KCMs do not have a true













Here, Nsites is the number of cavity sites in a particular lattice or spin model. On the other
hand, in models with hard constraints, small subsets of spins or particles within cavities may
become jammed in the sense that particular configurations can evolve into kinetically irreducible
clusters[2, 98]. This is seen in Fig. 3.1, where the dynamical evolution of the overlap is computed
in the Kob-Andersen lattice gas model[2]. The growth of the long time limit, however, is not
thermodynamic, as can be seen in a “soft version” of this model where the kinetic constraints may
be violated with some probability (see the appendix for details of this and all models used in this
work)[99]. As shown in Fig 3.1, in the soft Kob-Andersen system, the long time behavior of the
overlap may be sampled from local dynamics, leading to a collapse of the infinite time plateau to
a nearly fixed value essentially equal to the bulk lattice density of the system. It is interesting to
note that even in the non-ergodic standard Kob-Andersen system (a model fragile glass former) the
dynamics appear to speed up inside closed cavities. Physically, this is because for small cavities,
there is a higher probability of the system evolving into an irreducible cluster, and the timescale
to find such clusters is smaller the smaller the blocked configuration is.
We now turn to the behavior of dynamics within frozen cavities in the thermodynamically














Figure 3.1: Cavity relaxation of Q(t) in the Kob-Andersen model with ρ = .82, for cubic cavity sizes
L =5,7,9,11. The thick black line is the decay of q for the bulk system with no cavity, thin lines
are decays for different cavity sizes, with the smallest cavities decaying to higher plateau values.
Dashed horizontal lines are plateau values and are guides to the eye. The horizontal noisy lines
are values reached by decay of Q(t) in identically sized cavities of the “soft” Kob-Andersen model.
Note the approach the value of the long time limit ρ ≈ .82.
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based LGMs. We study both the t154 model defined in our previous investigations of dynamical
heterogeneity[5], as well as the “CTCC” model of Coniglio and co-workers[6]. We first construct
bulk equilibrated configurations for a range of densities, and then calculate Q(t) inside cavities of
various sizes with particles frozen at the boundary. We have checked that the qualitative aspects
of the results obtained are not affected (at least for large enough cavities) by a non-ergodic kinetic
blocking of configurations akin to that discussed above in the Kob-Andersen lattice gas model. We
explicitly show this by performing the “boundary mismatch” test used in simulations of continuous
systems to show that the Q(∞) has a unique value independent of the initial configurations[94, 100].
Fig. 3.2 we plot the decay of the overlap in cavities of different sizes in the t154 system. Strikingly,
the dynamics clearly become slower for larger cavities, precisely as seen in simulations of supercooled
fragile glass formers, although the strength of the effect is somewhat weaker in the lattice glass
model than in molecular dynamics simulations.
The t154 model represents the first instant of a lattice model that accurately captures the myriad
features of dynamical behavior in fragile supercooled liquids including dynamics that occurs inside
frozen cavities. One may ask if this behavior is generic for LGMs. In Fig. 3.3 we plot the decay
of the overlap function in a different LGM, namely the CTCC model. We see that, unlike the
behavior exhibited by the t154 model, the CTCC displays accelerated dynamics as the size of the
cavity decreases. Thus, dynamical slowing via the pinning field of frozen particles is not a generic
feature of LGMs.
On one hand, it is interesting that it is possible to construct thermodynamic models, such
as the t154 model, that are consistent with all known properties of fragile supercooled liquids,
including the behavior of dynamical heterogeneity, while exhibiting a slowing of dynamics inside
thermodynamically created cavities. For systems that are dual to fragile glass forming models such
















Figure 3.2: Cavity relaxation of Q(t) in the t154 model at ρ = .52 for cavities of linear size
L =5,6,7,8,9. Note in smaller cavities Q(t) decays more slowly. Curve of Q(t) rising to match decay
of Q(t) for L = 9 originates from moving particles so as to be initially unrelated to boundary as in
Ref. [100]. The long time of Q(t) from above and below for L = 9 demonstrates the thermodynamic













Figure 3.3: Cavity relaxation in CTCC model at ρ = .82, for cavity lengths L =7,9,11,13. Curves
have same meaning as in Fig. 3.2.
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as the triangular plaquette/East models, or models of fragile liquids like the Kob-Andersen lattice
gas model where an apparent long time over lap occurs due to the appearance of blocked (but not
equilibrium) configurations, dynamics always evolves more rapidly for confined subsystems[83]. On
the other hand, this is not a proof that slowing of confined dynamics cannot occur in some other
as yet unexplored fragile KCM. Further, as the results in the CTCC model show, slowing of cavity
dynamics is not even a universal feature of LGMs (although it should be noted that the CTCC
model is a model of a strong glass former). It would appear that the dynamics inside a frozen
is subtle and may result from the interplay of competing factors. We next turn to the study of
quantities with a somewhat less ambiguous outcome.
3.3 Dynamical Predictability: Sensitivity to Initial Conditions
The study of dynamical heterogeneity in supercooled liquids has been stimulated by the introduc-
tion of the notion of an isoconfigurational ensemble by Harrowell and coworkers[77, 101, 102]. In
the isoconfigurational ensemble, trajectories are launched from the same equilibrated initial con-
figuration via randomized velocities consistent with the equilibrium temperature of the system.
Via this construction, real space regions associated with high and low mobility may be uncovered.
Spatial maps of quantities such as the isoconfigurational single particle mean square displacement
are called propensity maps because they illustrate the spatial locations where mobility is more or
less likely to occur. Use of the isoconfigurational ensemble makes clear that dynamical heterogene-
ity has structural origins, although it does not help identify which specific structural motifs are
important in triggering dynamical motion.
In 2007, Berthier and Jack addressed the question of isoconfigurational predictability[87]. In
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particular, they quantified the degree to which particle motion can be prediction at a given time
scale when initiated from a fixed configuration. They found, somewhat surprisingly, that at the
single particle level, despite clear indications that spatial maps of the propensity are heterogeneous,
individual particle motion is essentially unpredictable. On the other hand, relaxation over longer
length scales is progressively predictable and decoupled from the behavior of single particles.
Following Berthier and Jack, we consider several simple indicators useful for the quantification
of the degree of reproducibility of dynamics. One measure of dynamics is the persistence function,
pi(t), which counts the fraction of sites which have had an occupation change or spin flip in time
t[35]. The index i represents a distinct lattice location. This function initially takes the value
p(t = 0) = 0 and grows to p(t = ∞) = 1. Another measure of dynamics, applicable to particle-
based models, is the self-intermediate scattering function of a trajectory,
fi(t) = cos [k · (ri(t)− ri(0))] (3.3)
where the index i represents distinct particles, and the wavevector k is a measure of the inverse
length scale over which dynamics are to be probed.
In this work, we use pi(t) for the spin-based models and fi(t) for the particle based models.
Together, these functions are generally referred to by Ci(t). The ensemble average 〈Ci(t)〉 provides
some information regarding the behavior of a glassy system, but obviously provides no information
about the fluctuations or the predictability of dynamics launched from a specific configuration. To
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− E2 [Ci(t)] , (3.4)














− E2 [Ci(t)] . (3.6)
(3.7)
These quantities can be notationally recast as
δC(t) = VarE [〈ci〉iso] , (3.8)
∆isoC (t) = E [Variso [ci]] , (3.9)
∆C(t) = VarE [ci] , (3.10)
(3.11)
where 〈· · · 〉iso represents an isoconfigurational average (an average across trajectories with some
constant initial state), Variso represents a variance across configurations in an isoconfigurational
ensemble, and E and VarE represent averages and variances among all configurations sampled. In
particular, 〈Ci(t)〉iso is the dynamic propensity in the isoconfiguration ensemble.
Using the decomposition of variance, it is clear that
∆C(t) = δC(t) + ∆
iso
C (t). (3.12)
In other words, δC(t) is the variance of Ci(t) across the isoconfigurational ensemble, ∆
iso
C is the
variance of Ci(t) between different sites within a isoconfigurational ensemble, and ∆C is the variance
between all sites and all trajectories in the microcanonical ensemble. Because of the decomposition
above, these functions can be interpreted as “total variance ∆C can be decomposed into variance
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of the propensity δC(t) plus variance between isoconfigurational ensembles ∆
iso
C ”. The quantity we
are most interesting in measuring is the relative variance within an isoconfigurational ensemble,





with C representing the dynamical measure (i.e. persistence function or self-scattering function).
The functions defined above measure dynamics of individual particles. It is also possible to
look at collective dynamics. The collective fluctuation functions are analogous to the single-particle







with N being the number of particles or sites in the system. For collective measures, the analogs
of dynamic variation functions δC(t), ∆
iso
C (t), and ∆C(t) are denoted δ4,C(t), χ
iso
4,c(t), and χ4,C(t)
respectively, and defined precisely as in the single-particle case with the replacement of Ci(t) with
Cg(t). Since we are now determining variances of a mean, we multiply by N to preserve normal-





For more discussion of these functions, see Ref. [87].
In the following, we will investigate these quantities in a series of KCMs and LGMs, and access
the degree to which they mimic what is found in simulations of both strong and fragile glass
formers (cf. Fig. 2 of Ref. [87]). Both RC(t) and R4,C(t) will be measured at t = τα aand for
notational convenience we will denote RC(t = τα) = RC and R4,C(t = τα) = R4,C . In particular,
the single particle quantity RC is expected to be small when measured in the alpha regime, and
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to grow very slowly upon supercooling. The collective quantity R4,C grows more prominently
upon supercooling, decoupling from the quantity RC . The degree of decoupling is indicative of
the distinction in reproducibility of dynamics between single particle and collective quantities with
regard to the influence of the structure of the initial configuration.
We begin with two simple (non-cooperative) facilitated models, namely the Fredrickson-Andersen
(FA)[1] and East (or “North-East-Front” (NEF))[3, 4] models. As detailed in the appendix, these
models consist of spins on a lattice with simple rules for the allowed flipping of spins. The FA model
in non-directional, with neighboring spins facilitating the motion of other spins with no directional
bias while in the NEF model, only spins lying to the “north” or “east” or “front” influence the
motion of spins. The FA model has simple exponential dynamics and Arrhenius kinetics, and thus
may mimic the behavior of strong glass-formers such as silica, while the NEF model has hierarchical
dynamics that mimic the non-Arrhenius and non-exponential behavior of fragile glass formers such
as OTP.
The behavior of the FA model was briefly discussed in the work of Berthier and Jack. In
one dimension, both RC(t) and R4,C(t) are large and remain relativity constant with decreasing
temperature. In three dimensions the situation is qualitatively different, with a small numerical
value of RC and a strong decoupling between RC and R4,C , as expected from the behavior of
simulated systems. However, upon closer examination, this apparent agreement with realistic
systems vanishes. In particular, as seen in Fig.3.4, the single particle quantity RC decreases upon
lowering the temperature, in qualitative conflict with the behavior seen in Fig.2 of Ref. [87]. The
physical origin of this effect is the fact that defect motion in the FA model is merely that of simple
diffusion. In high dimensions the longer the time scale upon which RC is measured, the more
decorrelated the dynamics will appear compared to the known location of the initial locations of



















Figure 3.4: Predictability ratios RC and R4,C (defined in text) for the three-dimensional
Fredrickson-Andersen model. RC (thick) and R4,C (thin) are plotted as a function of growing alpha
relaxation time τα. This figure should be compared with Fig. 2 of Berthier and Jack (Ref. [87]).
defects. It should be noted that this is not the case even in realistic strong glass forming systems,
suggesting that the FA model is not a good mimic of strong (or fragile) glass formers and that
dynamics cannot be modeled as diffusing defects even in systems like silica.
In the case of the NEF model, Fig. 3.5, the quantities RC and R4,C behave in a qualitatively
different manner than in the FA model, as might be expected from the stark difference in relaxation
mechanism between these two KCMs. In the NEF model both RC and R4,C are mildly increasing
functions of inverse temperature. The behavior in the NEF case does not suffer from a decreasing
value of RC with increasing relaxation time as in the FA case. On the other hand, RC does grow to
unrealistically large values, and the ratio of R4,C to RC is nearly constant again, in clear contrast
to what is found in simulated supercooled liquids.
One ambiguity that exists in attempts to connect spin-based KCMs to the quantities RC and
R4,C is that it is unclear if one can equate a spin with a single particle. However, one can also



















Figure 3.5: Predictability ratios RC and R4,C (defined in text) for the North-East-Front model.
RC (thick) and R4,C (thin) are plotted as a function of growing alpha relaxation time τα. This
figure should be compared with Fig. 2 of Berthier and Jack (Ref. [87]).
investigate the quantities RC and R4,C in particle based KCMs, such as the Kob-Andersen lattice
glass model discussed in the previous section and in the appendix, as well as a host of other
kinetically constrained lattice gas models. Here it is more natural to associate a particle on the
lattice with an actual particle in the experimental or simulated situation. In Fig. 3.6 we show the
behavior of the quantities RC and R4,C in the Kob-Andersen KCM. Some aspects of the evolution
of these quantities, such as the fact that at high density there appear to be hints that the quantity
R4,C starts to grow with inverse temperature more rapidly than the single particle quantity RC ,
are consistent with the behavior seen in molecular dynamics simulations. On the other hand, both
RC and R4,C are too large already in the mildly supercooled regime, RC grows far too rapidly in
this regime, and the fact that RC exceeds R4,C for some range of relaxation times are features
inconsistent with the behavior seen in realistic supercooled liquids.
We now turn to the behavior of predictability ratios in LGMs. In particular, as in the previous



















Figure 3.6: Predictability ratios RC and R4,C (defined in text) for the Kob-Andersen model. RC
(thick) and R4,C (thin) are plotted as a function of growing alpha relaxation time τα. This figure
should be compared with Fig. 2 of Berthier and Jack (Ref. [87]).
section, we study both the t154 model and the CTCC model. In Fig. 3.7 and Fig.3.8 we plot RC
and R4,C for both systems. Strikingly, the behavior seen in both systems are completely consistent
with that seen in the simulations of Berthier and Jack in the same regime of mild supercooling. In
particular, both quantities grow as the relaxation time increases, RC remains relatively small, and
there is a strong decoupling between R4,C and RC . In the case of the CTCC model, the behavior
is quantitatively close to that in the binary Lennard-Jones system.
Clearly, LGMs seems to account for the findings of Berthier and Jack much more successfully
than KCMs do. Aside from the FA case, where RC is small in the supercooled regime, all KCMs
appear to have dynamics that is too strongly beholden to the initial condition even at the single
particle or spin level (as measured by the quantity RC). One speculation that can be put forward
to explain this fact is that in any non-trivial KCM (e.g. any with dynamics not governed by strict
defect diffusion), the location of a defect denotes an environment so distinct from the remaining



















Figure 3.7: Predictability ratios RC and R4,C (defined in text) for the t154 model. RC (thick) and
R4,C (thin) are plotted as a function of growing alpha relaxation time τα. This figure should be



















Figure 3.8: Predictability ratios RC and R4,c (defined in text) for the CTCC model. RC (thick)
and R4,C (thin) are plotted as a function of growing alpha relaxation time τα. This figure should
be compared with Fig. 2 of Berthier and Jack (Ref. [87]).
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configuration that motion is too easily predicted to occur only in the vicinity of such privileged
sites. On the other hand, in LGMs there are no defects that are put into otherwise uniform config-
urations by hand. Motion occurs in regions that have unsaturated thermodynamic constraints, but
such regions are not so clearly distinguished from regions where constraint are satisfied. By stipu-
lating that the equilibrium measure of static configurations are flat, KCMs demand that point-like
defects are extremely rare and are trivially distinguished from non-defective regions even in a static
snapshot of the system. The consequence of this is that dynamics are too strongly constrained, and
quantities such as RC reflect the overconstrained nature of the connection between the locations of
defects and the subsequent dynamics. This fact seems to point to LGMs as more fundamental and
correct minimal models of glass forming liquids.
3.4 Conclusion
Recently there has been significant effort directed at elucidating specific underlying dynamical
motifs in experiments on dense granular suspensions and in simulated supercooled liquids that
seemingly can be linked to either the thermodynamic or purely kinetic viewpoint[103]. For example,
the degree to which dynamical heterogeneity is facilitated in space and time has been examined,
although much work still remains to be done in this direction[104, 105, 106]. We would like to
point out here that despite the intrinsic utility of such work, the outcome of such investigations
cannot necessarily inform on the crucial question of the role of thermodynamics as a prime mover of
dynamics in supercooled liquids. This is because nothing in the thermodynamic viewpoint excludes
behavior such as facilitation. Indeed, by construction most LGMs will have strictly conserved
facilitated motion because they are defined on a lattice with strictly local allowed moves. Thus
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such thermodynamically based models will have facilitated kinetics simply because at high densities
moves can only occur in regions where previous motion has occurred, opening regions of space where
thermodynamic constraints are not saturated. Other properties, such as the existence of a first order
“space-time” dynamical transition[15, 107] also likely exist in LGMs as it is known that they hold
even in mean-field thermodynamically based models and appear to be generic properties of glassy
systems with bulk metastable states[49, 108].
On the other hand, given the duality of facilitated models with certain thermodynamically inter-
acting models, it should be clear that the mere existence of growing thermodynamic length scales is
not in conflict with the facilitated viewpoint. In particular, some well known facilitated models have
a thermodynamic representation where the notion of a ”point-to-set” length scale is natural[83].
A more general duality has been proven to exist recently, whereby the distinction between models
consistent with RFOT and the KCM viewpoint differ merely in how a given order parameter in
one picture is mapped in the other picture[109]. As a concrete example of the difficulty in using
thermodynamic metrics such as growing point-to-set information to differentiate the kinetic and
thermodynamic frameworks, consider the recent work of Jack and Berthier[110]. These authors
consider how predictions of Cammarota and Biroli concerning the behavior of supercooled systems
under random pinning within the RFOT[111] might be altered when viewed from the standpoint
of plaquette models dual to KCMs. They conclude that a ”qualitative difference” exists between
the RFOT predictions and those gleaned from plaquette models. In particular, the strict thermo-
dynamic phase transition predicted by Cammarota and Biroli is converted into a thermodynamic
crossover in the facilitated viewpoint. It should be noted, however, that the strict phase transition
predicted by Cammarota and Biroli supposes the vanishing of the configurational entropy. This
property, usually viewed as necessary within mean-field theories that form the basis of RFOT, is
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in fact an additional assumption within this and related theories. Essentially the entire framework
of RFOT would retain its consistency if instead the configurational entropy merely became very
small. In this sense the ”qualitative” difference mentioned above becomes a quantitative one re-
lated to how rapidly the configurational entropy must decrease, how much pinning is needed, or
how large the point-to-set length scale must become to materially alter cooperative relaxation and
the sharpness of the crossover.
Given these difficulties, it might appear that the distinguishing between the thermodynamic
and kinetic viewpoints is a hopeless task. We argue in this work that certain distinctions, even
merely quantitative ones, may serve to distinguish the two pictures. In particular, scaling relations,
potential distinctions between the growth of thermodynamic and dynamic length scales, and other
quantities may be used to access how predictions from models that fall within either class compare
to experiment or simulations. In this work we have focused on two such quantities, namely the
relaxation of inside thermdynamically created cavities (“sensitivity to boundary conditions”) and
the predictability, both single particle and collective, of dynamics in isoconfigurational simulations
(“sensitivity to initial conditions”). We find that both quantities are useful in uncovering differences
between LGMs which represent the thermodynamic viewpoint and KCMs which represent the
dynamic viewpoint. In each case, the LGMs fare better when compared to what is known from
computer simulation of realistic glass forming liquids. In particular, one LGM, the t154 model,
is able to rationalize not just the full range of behavior characteristic of dynamical heterogeneity,
but also shows slowing of dynamics under confinement. This behavior, known from simulation of
fragile systems, is not captured by the only known thermodynamic model dual to a fragile KCM.
More generally, we find that both studied LGMs show a behavior strikingly consistent with the
isoconfigurational predictability results of Berthier and Jack, while no KCMs appear to account
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for this behavior. We hope that future work continues the investigation of quantities such as these
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Chapter 4
Introduction to Community Detection
4.1 Community Structure
“Community detection” is an exciting new field within the larger and more broadly defined field of
complex systems. Complex systems deal with the general study of relationships between concepts
or objects. Community detection itself is dedicated to the search for structure within graphs,
consisting of nodes and edges. Rather than beginning with a rigorous mathematical definition,
let’s begin with a more relevant example. Fig. 4.1 shows a schematic of the interactions in a
Chemistry department. It is drawn as a graph, with nodes representing objects (people, in this
case) and edges representing interactions (friendships between people). This is the basic language
of graph theory, used in community detection, and more generally the field of complex systems.
In many networks, like Fig. 4.1, we see a structured grouping of objects. At the smallest scale,
we see research groups, consisting of a few people. These groups have many interactions between
them, with fewer interactions to other groups. This characteristic, of strong and dense internal
interaction, and weaker or more sparse external interaction, is the hallmark of communities.




Figure 4.1: Community structure in a Chemistry department, with circles representing people and
lines representing friendships. We see, at the finest levels, individual members (small circles), and
then on one higher level, research groups, and then, departmental divisions. The goal of community
detection is to detect these groupings on different scales: the groups, the divisions (organic, inor-
ganic, physical), the department within the university, and so forth. Notice strongest connections
within research groups, and weakest connections between divisions. Community detection should
be expected to know that there is structure at each of these scales, and return the said structure.
4.2 The current state community detection
Beginning with classic work of Kernighan and Lin in the 1970s, there has been an active research in
partitioning graphs[112] in the computer science and engineering communities. In the early 2000s,
Newman and Girvan proposed a new algorithm, renewing interest in this topic from a wider variety
of fields, particularly the physics community. Newman and Girvan created a efficient and scalable
algorithm for community detection[113, 114, 115, 116, 117]. Their method uses betweenness, a
measure of the most critical edges in a network[118, 119, 120, 121]. With betweenness, one finds
the shortest edge path between every pair of nodes, and counts the number of those paths which
pass through each edge. The edges with the greatest number of paths passing through them have
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the greatest betweenness, and these are considered the “least significant” edges for communities.
Edges of greatest betweenness are removed in sequence until a community structure was found.
A related development is that of modularity, a method of objectively quantifying how good the
community partitions are [122, 123, 124]. It was created to aid in deciding which of the possible
partitions returned had the most significance. A very wide variety of methods have been proposed
to efficiently maximize modularity using techniques from greedy searches, simulated annealing,
heuristic searches, to matrix spectral methods[122, 125, 126, 127, 128].
A huge variety of other algorithms have been proposed and developed to some degree. There
are spectral methods, which use linear algebra techniques on graph adjacency matrices[129, 130].
Random walk techniques have been used to define a distance between nodes and related commu-
nity detection schemes[131, 132]. A series of label propagation algorithms have been developed,
which essentially pass messages along edges and cluster [133, 134, 135]. There are a great other
variety of techniques available, and we have as many other considerations to use in analyzing the
returned structure. A good recent review is that of Fortunato[136]. For a comparison of promising
algorithms, see the benchmarking tests of Radicchi et. al.[137] and Lancichinetti et. al.[138].
4.3 The work of Part II
While there are very many community detection algorithms available, relatively little has been
done to compare them. Even less has been done to compare the suitability of different methods to
different classes of real communities[139]. Most testing work is done on various simple synthetic
graphs which do not represent real networks[140].
In Chapter 5, we formally and rigorously develop a particular community definition based on
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edge density, the fraction of edges which exist relative to the total number of possible edges. This
definition has been implicitly used in several past methods, but never formally developed [141, 142].
Most importantly, we pioneer the development of community detection algorithms based on rigorous
theoretical analysis, instead of trial-and-error benchmarking.
In Chapter 6, we examine some recent results regarding the limits of community detection
algorithms with respect to the ability to detect structure in certain graphs[143, 144, 145]. We
approach these same limits from a very different standpoint. Instead of looking at the problem
from a standpoint of an algorithm operating on a graph and returning some approximation to the
“correct” community structure, we look at the problem as one of graph structure itself. In the
process, we derive a much more fundamental result, and leave ourselves in a better position to
understand the limits of community detection.
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Chapter 5
The Edge Density Community
Definition
5.1 Introduction
It is standard to use the concepts of graph theory in order to represent the interactions of complex
systems. Here, the nomenclature of “nodes” and “edges” is used to represent generic items and
the interactions between them[146]. One important form of structure in graph theory is that of
communities, or strongly connected subgroups[136]. There is no single agreed upon definition for
communities, but it is generally accepted that communities are groupings of nodes that are strongly
connected to each other and weakly connected to nodes in other communities. It is important to
note the two uses of the term “community” here. The first is a real-world grouping of objects,
sometimes known as “ground-truth” in other works[139]. This grouping is not precisely mathe-
matically defined, but is empirically defined based on the, e.g., social, anthropological, biological,
etc. data upon which the graph is created[147, 148, 149, 150, 151, 152, 153]. The second form
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of “community” is a mathematical construction of nodes and edges. The community detection
field has two goals: the definition of mathematical communities that most correspond to real-world
communities, and the development of algorithms that can locate these mathematical communities
within graphs.
Many community definitions have been proposed in the literature. Several reviews are dedicated
to an overview and comparison of community detection (CD) methods, and more specifically,
of community definitions themselves [136, 139, 137]. Often, primary emphasis is placed on the
description and workings of the community detection method itself, and the method’s particular
community definition is only implicitly defined as the practical result of applying the CD algorithm,
but not as a separate formal definition. This has been accepted as a practical thing to do, but
much more could be learned if the scope and definitions of communities were broader.
The Girvan-Newman modularity is one of the few heavily-studied community definitions [114,
122, 154, 128, 155]. Modularity weights internal edges against external edges in an attempt to
indicate, without any user-input parameters, a “best” community structure for any type of graph.
Modularity is one of the oldest and most-emphasized of the existing community definitions, but
despite its utility, there is a useful caveat to be made in the study of (ground-state) definitions of
modularity. In 2006 Fortunato and Barthélemy showed that modularity has a very interesting prop-
erty: namely an implicit dependence on the total size of the network to which it is applied[156, 157].
This prevents modularity-based community detection methods from resolving small communities
in a large graph. In short, the optimal community in one partition of a graph depends upon
properties of the graph far away. This behavior is non-intuitive and referred to as a “resolution
limit.” Several attempts have been made to produce multi-resolution modularity measures which
have a tunable parameter that “zooms” in or out and controls the size of detected communities
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[158], but these too have been shown to suffer resolution limits [159, 127]. Modularity has taught
us several things. First and foremost, community definitions need theoretical study. Second, any
global community definition may have a resolution limit, necessitating local community definitions
[159, 160, 161, 157].
In order to understand the relevance of the work presented in this work, it is useful to look at
past community detection approaches from the standpoint of kinetics vs thermodynamics. After
the introduction of modularity as a measure of community structure, attempts to improve the
definition of community structure via the use of enhanced sampling of the configuration space of
community assignments in order to better optimize modularity were put forward [162, 163, 128, 164,
154, 165, 125, 166, 167, 168, 169]. As useful as these methods are, they all share one fundamental
limit: they rely on the assumption that modularity is the correct cost function to optimize and
that community detection is limited by the ability to properly sample configuration space [127].
On the other hand, it is natural to place emphasis on understanding ground state community
properties, i.e. the mapping from real-world to mathematical communities, before focusing on the
search for optimal partitions. The viewpoint we espouse is that only after understanding ground
state characteristics should one focus on the sampling required to finding that ground state. There
are few such analyzes in existing literature. Part II of this thesis performs a modern analysis of one
such ground state definition, considering both mean-field properties of the definition (Chapter 5)
and deviations from that ideal (Chapter 6).
In this work, we propose a new community definition based on internal edge density (abbreviated
as simply “edge density”). Edge density-based definitions have been considered before in a wide
variety of contexts [139, 137, 170, 171, 172, 173, 174]. The particular edge density definition we
focus on has been used in an implicit fashion previously [141, 142], but has never been explicitly
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defined and extensively studied, as we do here. Our definition affords us the ability to compare the
properties of graph-based communities to the properties of real-world communities as a means of
quantifying the degree to which they match. The concept of comparison presented in this chapter
is a significant advance in the field of community detection, because currently the most common
way of assessing community detection algorithms is to choose a test graph and run community
detection. In order to make progress, we show how edge density relates to actual properties of
model graphs and communities.
In addition to the above benefit of edge density-based communities, edge density can be quite
naturally extended to weighted, directed, and multi-graphs, and handle overlapping communities,
all important areas of modern research in community detection. In particular, few algorithms have
been proposed that are capable of detecting overlapping communities. Thus, our work not only
provides a conceptual breakthrough in terms of a rigorous analysis of new community definitions,
but also provides a practical benefit in community detection ability. As an outgrowth of these
extensions, we propose a new variable topology Potts model, which allows a more natural means
of community detection in heavily weighted graphs.
To provide concrete illustration of these claims, we turn to several proposed network models.
In particular, we focus on recent work of Yang and Leskovec (YL), who have proposed a new
model of social networks, the Affiliation Graph Model (AGM)[175]. This model takes into account
features observed in real-world social networks found via comparison with online social networks.
YL claim that no current community detection algorithms can describe and detect communities in
these graphs. We theoretically show that the edge density community definition models this graph
properly, and then perform actual community detections to prove that this is the case.
We do not claim here that edge density is a universal definition of community that applies to
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all possible communities in all possible graphs. Instead, we provide the tools to determine if any
one particular class of graphs is well described by an edge density picture, either by an analysis
of the graph generation process, or properties of the edge structure. We hope to inspire similarly
detailed analysis, and more rigorous comparison, of existing and future community definitions.
This work is organized as follows: In section 5.2, we define the basic tools needed to quantify
edge density, then state our edge density definition. In section 5.3, we describe historic and new edge
density models, and the Potts model framework we use to perform actual community detection.
In section 5.4, we describe some universal properties of edge density, which are independent of
the exact model used to perform community detection. In section 5.5, we describe how certain
models handle the boundaries between communities differently, and explain our model of choice.
In section 5.6, we discuss practical considerations for constructing an actual algorithm employing
edge density. In section 5.7, we describe the extension to weighted graphs, and how our new
variable topology Potts model provides a significant improvement over older models. In section 5.8,
we rigorously correlate our edge density models to real graphs in the form of social networks, using
the new affiliation graph model as our benchmark. In section 5.9, we explain how our work can
be extended to directed and multi-graphs. In section 5.10, we describe some apparent limitations
of edge density. In section 5.11, we provide concluding remarks and discuss directions for future
research.
5.2 Edge density
We must first define the nomenclature and measures we will use. We will specify communities or
groups of nodes by capital latin letters such as A and B, and individual nodes by lowercase letters
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such as a, b, x, and y. In particular, the node a shall represent an arbitrary node of community A,
and specific nodes of community A are indexed as ai. The nodes x and y generally represent nodes
which are not currently in any community. The community A will have nA nodes.
We use a set terminology to discuss communities and groups of nodes. Set union is denoted
with “∪”, indicating every node on the left or right or both sides of the operator. Set intersection is
denoted “∩”, indicating every node that is on both sides of this operator. We use this nomenclature
loosely, allowing constructs such as “A ∪ x” even though we are operating on a community on the
left and an individual node on the right. This should be taken to mean union of the set of nodes
in community A and the set of nodes containing x.
For any group of nodes (explained below), l represents the maximal number of possible edges
(“links” in our nomenclature). The variable e represents the actual number of edges. The edge





We can calculate the edge density within and between a variety of different types of groupings
of nodes, all of which can be useful under different circumstances. Fig. 5.1 illustrates the most
common situations. (a) We can calculate the edge density within only one community A, in which
case l = 12nA(nA−1). Community edge density is used to quantify the absolute community size and
scale. (b) We can calculate the edge density between a community B and a node x not currently
in community B, in which case l = nB, since that node can connect once to every node in B.
This is useful when deciding if a node should enter or leave a community. (c) We can calculate
the edge density between two communities C and C ′, in which case l = nCnC′ , since every node
in C can connect once to every node in C ′. This is useful when testing if two communities should
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merge. (d) We can calculate the edge density for the case of one node y which has edges between
two communities D and D′, in which case lBy = nB and lD′y = nD′ . This is useful for deciding
which of two communities the node y would prefer to join. (e) By convention, when we calculate
the edge density between a community E and node e′ which is currently within that community,
we only consider links between e′ and the nE − 1 other nodes of the communities. Thus, in this
case, lEe′ = nE − 1 instead of nE . Contrast this case with (b).
5.2.1 The edge density community definition
The most basic form of an edge density community definition (EDCD) for overlapping or isolated
communities consists of three parts. (a) A community of scale ρ∗ is a subset of nodes with an
internal edge density ρ greater than ρ∗. (b) Communities are taken to be as large as possible
(absorbing as many nodes as possible) as long as ρ > ρ∗. (c) A community A of scale ρ∗ must have
each individual node a’s edge density ρAa > ρ
∗.
Part (a) is the essence of the definition, establishing the scale of the communities. Part (b)
is necessary because without it, we could always prefer smaller, more dense communities. For
example, a graph could be partitioned into two-node cliques, all of which have an edge between the
nodes, to get communities which all have ρ = 1 but do not provide useful information concerning
the overall structure of the graph. Part (c) is necessary to ensure that every node is well-connected
to the community, preventing nodes only loosely connected from being added to any community.
This definition is sufficient when communities are considered in isolation, i.e. when we never
consider one node and must decide which of several communities it might join, if it would increase
ρ for any of them (Fig. 5.1 (d)). In these cases, one may choose to add the node to a larger
community resulting in a still larger resultant community, or to the community to which it shares
























Figure 5.1: Edge density calculations in a variety of situations. For each situation, l is the maximal
possible number of edges, e is the actual number of edges, and the edge density ρ = e/l. In (a), we
see the edge density of one community A, a group of n = 5 nodes, with l = 12n(n − 1) = 10 total
possible links (dotted and solid lines), e = 6 actual edges (solid lines), thus leading to a ρA =
6
10 .
In (b), we see the edge density definition applied between one node x and a community B. The
community B contains eight nodes, for a total number of possible links to node x of lBx = 8.
We see four actual links in place, leading to a ρBx =
4
8 . Note that the internal connectivity of
the community B is irrelevant and not shown. In (c), we see the edge density as applied to two
communities C (5 nodes) and C ′ (4 nodes). Internal edge structure is again irrelevant and not
shown. There are a total of lCC′ = nCnC′ = 20 possible links between these two communities,
eCC′ = 5 edges in place, for an edge density of pCC′ =
5
20 . (d) shows the edge density of one node
d being pulled between two communities D and D′. Edge density for each half is in analogy to (b).
In (e), we see the edge density between a node e and a community which contains it, E. This is
similar to (b) except that, by convention, we use nE − 1 links as our basis.
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the higher edge density. Both of these are reasonable options. One simple criteria would be to use
the total number of edges as a criteria: a node x joins community A instead of community B if
eAx > eBx. Existing edge density community definition methods make different choices here, which
will be discussed in the next sections.
5.2.2 Connection to graph generation processes
The edge density variable ρ refers to actual edge densities in a specific graph instance. Many
benchmark graphs are designed stochastically, with edges placed within or between communities
with a some specified probability of p. Since each link (possible edge) has an edge added with a
probability of p independently of all other edges, the variable e (number of edges actually placed) is
binomially distributed with mean lp (and probability of success p). Each of the situations depicted
in Fig. 5.1 can have an analogously defined p. For example, stochastic block model (SBM) graphs
are defined by specifying intra-community edge densities pA, pB, etc. (Fig. 5.1 (a), and inter-
community edge densities pAB, pAC , pBC , etc. (Fig. 5.1 (c)) [176]. Thus, each respective e will
have a binomial distribution with (its respective) l trials and (its respective) p chance (of an edge)
per trial,
P [e = x] = B(x; l, p) ≈ N (x; lp, lp(1− p)). (5.2)
B(l, p) represents a binomial distribution of l trials and p probability per trial, and N (〈x〉, σ2)
represents a normal distribution with a mean of 〈x〉 and a variance of σ2 after we make a normal







= B(x; l, p), (5.3)
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The normal distribution is, explicitly, given by
N (x; 〈x〉 , σ2) = 1√
2πσ2
exp[−[x− 〈x〉]2/(2σ2)]. (5.6)




see the intuitive result that as we approach larger community sizes, we approach mean-field ρ = p
with decreasing standard deviation around this mean. This relation between ρ and an underlying
p is valid for any case where all links share the same edge probability.
5.3 Edge Density Models
In the previous section, we stated a basic edge density definition. This definition has been implicitly
used in several preexisting community detection methods. Thus, the edge density community
definition is not new, but it has never been as explicitly stated and analyzed. Before we proceed
to more specific uses of the edge density community definition, we will review existing Potts-model
based edge density community definitions.
Recent edge density-based community definitions are formulated in terms of Potts models [177,
178, 179]. The Potts model is a spin system, with each site having one of up to q associated spin
flavors σ = 0, . . . , q− 1. It is similar to the Ising model except that the Ising model allows spins of
only 0 or 1. For community detection, we take the spin flavor of each site (node) as corresponding to
a community assignment, while inter-site interactions which define a Hamiltonian are minimized to
find an optimal community assignment. This may be done by penalizing inter-community edges and
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favoring intra-community edges. Reichardt and Bornholdt explain the balances and equivalences
of sums of internal and external edges in [158].
Potts models are ideal for edge density definitions, because they consist primarily of a sum over
all edges [180]. The models allow us to select only internal edges, although it is equally possible
to select only external edges. One possible limitation of Potts models is that each node can only
be associated with one community. This would seem to exclude the possibility of overlapping
communities. In order to expand the Potts models to allow overlapping communities, we reformulate
the models away from an edge-centric definition towards an equivalent community-centric definition.
5.3.1 RB Potts model
The Reichardt-Bornholdt (RB) Potts model was the first explicit Potts model used for community
detection, but it does not use the edge density community definition [160, 158]. We mention it here
primarily for historical context. The RB Potts model uses a “null model” to penalize missing edges
by weighting existing edges against the probability for edges to exist in equivalent random graphs,
insisting that every community have more internal edges than would be expected in a random




(eA − γ 〈eA〉) . (5.7)
The value 〈eA〉 represents the expected number of edges in a community of size nA in a randomly
generated community with the same characteristics as the community in question. This null graph








nA(nA − 1). (5.8)
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Here, we take the global edge density based on the total number of edges M and total possible
number of edges 12N(N − 1) with N being the total number of nodes, and use this to predict the
number of edges in community A. This is known more specifically as the Erdős-Rényi Potts model.








where M remains the total number of edges in the graph and KA is the total internal degree of
the community A (i.e. the sum of all degrees of nodes connecting to other internal nodes, equal to
2eA). This is known as the configuration Potts model, after the configuration model which creates
graphs following a specified degree distribution[181, 182].
Minimizing the Hamiltonian of the configuration Potts model is analogous to maximizing the
Girvan-Newman modularity, as is described in by RB[158], and this is the original reason for the
interest in this model. The RB Potts model includes a resolution parameter γ to scale the size of
communities, which attempts to compensate for resolution limits. Nevertheless, both the Erdős-
Rényi Potts model and the configuration Potts model have resolution limits, and inclusion of a
finite γ parameter does not change this fact[159, 157]. Initially, the connection with modularity
was considered an advantage, but community detection has since moved beyond its emphasis on
modularity. For these reasons, we do not consider the RB Potts model beyond this point.
5.3.2 Absolute Potts model
The absolute Potts model (APM) is a spin-based ferromagnetic community detection method[141,
142]. Of the current edge density community detection methods, it is the most recent and well-
developed. It has been shown to be extremely accurate at community detection under a wide
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variety of circumstances[138, 141, 142, 183]. The APM implicitly uses the edge density community
definition. In the Potts representation of the APM, the CD problem is mapped onto an energy






(Aaa′ − γBaa′) δ(σa, σa′), (5.10)
the sum being over distinct nodes a, a′, with σa being the community assignment of node a, and
Aaa′ being the weighted adjacency matrix. Aaa′ = 1 if an edge is present between nodes a and a
′,
and zero otherwise. For weighted graphs, described further in Sec. 5.7, Aaa′ = w, where w is the
respective edge weight. The inverse adjacency matrix has elements of Baa′ = 1 if there is no edge
preset, zero otherwise. For unweighted graphs, Baa′ = 1 − Aaa′ . In these models, lower energies
are attractive, and any shifts in community assignment that lower energy are favorable.
This Hamiltonian is a sum over all edges. However, due the presence of the Kronecker delta
(δ(σaσa′) = 1 if a = a
′ and zero otherwise), the sum contains only edges between nodes which are
in the same community. An inter-community edge has a favorable (negative) energy of 1, and each
missing edge has an energy penalty (positive energy) of γ. While typically represented within a








(Aaa′ − γBaa′) , (5.11)
with (a, a′) being all ordered pairs of nodes in community A. By ordered, we include both the
pair (a, a′) and (a′, a) for a 6= a′. The spin formulation appears simpler conceptually, and may be
implemented much more efficiently, although the community-centric definition allows us to make
additional theoretical progress.
Since the inner sum of 12Aaa′ is the number of edges in community A, and the sum of
1
2Baa′ is
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(eA − γ(lA − eA)) , (5.12)
where the inner sum has been rewritten in terms of the number of existing edges eA and the number
of missing edges lA − eA. With more rearranging and using our edge density definition ρ = e/l, we




lA (ρA − γ(1− ρA)) , (5.13)
which is now written as sum over edge densities. We see that for the energy of any one community
to be negative (attractive and having a binding energy), the term ρA− γ(1− ρA) must be positive.
Rearranging, this gives us a correspondence between the APM variable γ and the critical (minimum)
edge density ρ∗





Eq. (5.15) is the fundamental relationship between the APM variable γ and the edge density critical
value ρ∗. We can now state two identical relationships which give equivalences of the APM and







1− ρ∗ . (5.17)
Fig. 5.2 illustrates the relationship between γ and ρ∗. We can rewrite the APM Hamiltonian in


















Figure 5.2: Relationship between APM γ and the edge density community definition ρ∗ according
to Eq. (5.15), ρ∗ = γ/(γ + 1). This provides a conceptual framework for translating between the
concrete absolute Potts model resolution scale γ and new critical edge density variable ρ∗.
We can now relate the previously existing APM to our new edge density community definition.
First, if ρA > ρ
∗, the energy of community A is negative, and thus has a binding energy. Therefore,
all communities A must have ρA > ρ
∗, corresponding to the edge density community definition
part (a). Second, 1/(1 − ρ∗) and lA = 12nA(nA − 1) are scale factors. In order to minimize
energy (and create the best partition according to the APM), we want lA to be as large as possible
(larger communities), and also ρA to be as large as possible. Also, because of the factor (ρA − ρ∗),
increasing the edge density of the community also results in lower energy. As we will see in Sec. 5.8,
larger community sizes generally tend to imply smaller ρ, thus larger community size and larger ρ
are competing factors which must be balanced. Eq. (5.18) quantifies that balance. Communities
with single nodes (“size one” communities) have E = 0 according to Eq. (5.10), and this can be
represented in Eq. (5.18) if we define a community consisting of only one node to have ρ = 1.
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5.3.3 Variable topology Potts model
The absolute Potts model is well established in the literature [141, 142]. On the other hand,
the variable topology Potts model (VTPM) has been discussed by the creators of the APM and
hinted at in previous literature, but never extensively analyzed[184, 160]. An apparently similar
technique was used in Ref. ??, where weights were shifted by a value V . That technique requires
an adjustment of two variables, V and γ, in order to find optimal partitions, while the technique
of this section only requires adjustment of ρ∗.
The variable topology Potts model has a constant penalty of ρ∗ applied to all links, as opposed
to only missing edges. It is so named because it is capable of breaking cliques of nodes, which the






(Aaa′ − ρ∗) δ(σa, σa′). (5.19)
As in the APM, this can be recast into a form which sums over communities first, instead of over








(Aaa′ − ρ∗) , (5.20)
with all symbols analogous to the APM nomenclature in Eq. (5.11). We proceed as in the APM to










lA (ρA − ρ∗) . (5.22)
In this form, we see that the VTPM insists that all communities have an edge density greater
than ρ∗, which very naturally fits in with the edge density community definition. Communities are
weighted by the number of links lA =
1
2nA(nA − 1).
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It is instructive to contrast the VTPM Hamiltonian of Eq. (5.22) with the APM Hamiltonian
of Eq. (5.18). They appear identical, with the exception of the APM’s inclusion of a scale factor of
1
1−ρ∗ . This means that all past work on the APM applies equally well to the VTPM. We do not need
extensive additional testing on the VTPM in order to show that it achieves the same performance.
The APM scale factor of 11−ρ∗ becomes negative when ρ
∗ > 1. In all of our analysis thus far, this
would not seem to be a limitation, but when we consider weighted graphs in Sec. 5.7, it will. This
is the first advantage of the VTPM over the APM.
In the APM, if there is a group of nodes which are all mutually connected (a “clique”), they will
never be broken up into smaller communities because there are no missing edges with which to insert
a repulsive energy. For unweighted graphs, this is reasonable because there is no distinguishing
place to break up cliques. However, for weighted graphs, there may be cliques with edges weighted
differently. In this case, it would be beneficial to break up cliques along the least weighted edges.
Since the APM can only place energy penalties at missing edges it can not break up these types
of cliques. The VTPM overcomes this limitation by turning the least weighted edges repulsive first
as ρ∗ is increased. Cliques are broken along their least weighted edges first.
The core advantages of the APM over the VTPM are the ability to break up cliques and
handle weighted graphs. Otherwise, it contains the same information as the APM. Instead of the
control parameter γ = ρ
∗
1−ρ∗ , it uses ρ
∗ directly, leading to a much more natural interpretation
of the community scale. Because of this, the VTPM provides a compelling community detection
algorithm for future use, which will be elaborated on in future sections.
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5.3.4 Discussion of Potts models
The APM has been extensively studied and shown to have acceptable performance in community
detection across a wide variety of conditions and problems, including common equal-sized and power
law distributed graphs [138, 142]. Since we have shown that the APM directly uses the edge density
community definition (although unstated explicitly until now), even without additional tests, we
have strong support for the edge density community definition. While the VTPM has not been as
extensively studied, by comparing Eq. (5.18) and Eq. (5.22), we see that the Hamiltonians are the
same for unweighted graphs, save a scale factor of 11−ρ∗ . This means that the VTPM also will be
equally powerful in all of the above cases.
The APM and VTPM are sums over all edges provided they connect nodes in the same commu-
nity. Thus, when we make some change to the community assignments, for example, by combining
two communities, the energy change is completely represented by the sum of energies from edges
which were just moved into the same community, minus sum of energies from edges which have been
removed from the same community. As an example of this, consider adding node x to community
A. The entire Hamiltonian is the same except for the nA links between x and the nodes of A. Thus,




(Aax − γBax) , (5.23)
∆E = eAx − γ(lAx − eAx), (5.24)
∆E = lAx
ρAx − ρ∗
1− ρ∗ . (5.25)
The energy changes via perturbation have the same form as for the global energy, with the sum
only over the subset of edges created, and the subtraction of only a sum over the subset of edges
removed. The local nature of energy makes it fast to compute energy changes under system per-
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turbations. Community detection then becomes a fairly well understood problem of sampling an
energy landscape with local interactions, using dynamics of the user’s choice.
5.4 Model-independent community properties
The edge density ρ is not just an arbitrary variable selected because it is simple and leads to a
consistent definition of community. It has many theoretical properties which can be compared to
real communities, and helps in the formulation of a consistent community detection framework. In
this section, we will derive various properties of ρ which serve as a theoretical tool in the exploration
of the edge density community definition.
Consider a community A with nA members ai (Fig. 5.3). The edge density within A is ρA.
Each node ai has an edge density to the rest of the community ρai . The first property which we
will show is that the edge density of the community is equal to the average edge density of the
component nodes to the community,
ρA = 〈ρAai〉 , (5.26)
with the average taken over different community members ai. To show this, first we recall that the
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A
Figure 5.3: Illustration of average mean community edge density. Community edge density ρA
9
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= 〈ρAai〉 This, and other
similar invariants, are among the properties of edge density.
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In the above, the number of links for each node is constant at la = nA − 1, and 12nA(nA − 1) is the
number of links in a community of nA nodes.
Next, when a node x joins a community A to form community A ∪ x, there is a relationship
between the edge density of the combined unit ρA∪x and that of the component edge densities ρA




















which is simply the mean of ρA and ρAx weighted by the respective numbers of links lA and lAx.
A similar relationship can be shown for two non-overlapping communities A and B with initial
edge densities ρA and ρB and a inter-community edge density ρAB. When two communities merge,
the new edge density is the average of the edge density of A, the edge density of B, and the
inter-community edge density ρAB, weighted by the corresponding number of links lA, lB, and lAB
ρA∪B =
lAρA + lBρB + lABρAB
lA + lB + lAB
. (5.36)
These properties are useful for considering dynamics of community detection algorithms. For
example, for a community A and a node x, if we know that x should join A (ρAx > ρ
∗), then the
final edge density of A (ρA∪x)can not decrease below ρ
∗. Furthermore, if we have two communities
A and B (with ρA > ρ
∗ and ρB > ρ
∗), if the inter-community edge density ρAB > ρ
∗ (the criteria
for community merging), then, after merging, we are guaranteed that the new community A ∪ B
must have ρA∪B satisfying the edge density condition ρA∪B > ρ
∗. These properties serve as a basic
check on the sensibility of our community definition.
When ρ∗ = 1, then all communities must be fully connected (only graph cliques are allowed as
communities). When ρ∗ > 1, communities can not exist as edge density can not be greater than
one. In this case, most CD methods will return “communities” which actually consist of single
nodes, since there is never a case that multiple nodes can join together. When ρ∗ = 0, there is no
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lower bound for community size, and all nodes can collapse into one large community spanning the
system, however, this may not happen if the graph consists of disjoint subsets of nodes and the
exact dynamics of the CD process does not attempt to join disjoint sets of nodes together.
5.5 Model-dependent community properties
The discussion of the properties in the previous section makes one critical assumption: when
nodes are added to communities, they are previously “unassigned,” or in single-node zero-energy
communities. In these cases, there is no energy barrier for removing nodes from the previous
community to which they are bound. This is the case when constructing local communities, or
when overlapping communities are allowed. When this is not the case, in order to add a node b to
community A, it must first be removed from some other community, say B. Since the node b is in
community B, b must have a binding energy to B that must first be overcome. Any energy released
by moving b to A must first offset the energy needed to remove b from B. In order to determine
trade-offs between larger communities and greater edge density, we must use the Hamiltonian from
one of our set of models. Without loss of generality, we use the absolute Potts model.
In order to demonstrate the choices which the edge density models make, we will use a simple
thought experiment of one node x which can either join community A or B, as in Fig. 5.4. As a
precondition , we must have ρAx > ρ
∗ and ρBx > ρ
∗, otherwise x can not join both communities.
According to the edge density community definition, with ρAx > ρ
∗ and ρBx > ρ
∗, in isolation,
or if overlapping community assignments were allowed, it would be allowable for x to join either
community, and this would be the preferred energy-minimizing move. When overlaps are not
allowed, x must choose one of A or B to join.












Figure 5.4: Balance between placing a node x into community A or B. In this plot, x has a
sufficient edge density to join either community, but when overlapping community assignments are
not allowed, we can have x join both. The text discusses the criteria that edge density models use
to assign x to either A or B.
A similar situation occurs when node b, part of community B, has a sufficient edge density to
also join A. The energy of addition to A must at least compensate for the energy of removal of b
from B. We imagine this in two parts: first, the removal from B, and second, the choice between
addition to A or B, allowing us to consider only the A,B, x situation of the previous paragraph
without loss of generalization.
The node x will choose which most minimizes the APM energy, or, it will join A when












nA [ρAx − ρ∗] > nB [ρBx − ρ∗] , (5.39)
or
ρ∗(nA − nB) < nAρAx − nBρBx. (5.40)
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We see that x will join the community A or B to which it has the largest excess edge density
ρCx− ρ∗, weighted by the community size nA or nB. We note the following: (a) we assume ρ∗ < 1.
The cases where ρ ≥ 1 are discussed above. (b) we assume ρAx > ρ∗ and ρBx > ρ∗. If both are
less than ρ∗, x can join neither community, if one is less than ρ∗, we see the node will join the
other community (c) If ρ∗ = 0, then x will join the community of greater size. (d) If ρAx = ρBx,
x will join the community of greater size. (e) if nA = nB, according to Eq. (5.39), x will join the
community to which it has greater ρ.
We see that these results support the idea that a node, when faced with other communities of
equal sizes, will join the community to which it shares the greatest edge density, however, there is
also a competing preference towards smaller, more dense, communities.
It deserves emphasis that the results from this section are derived for one particular instance of
the edge density community definition, the one derived from the absolute Potts model. It has been
shown that this is a particular effective community detection method in a wide variety of situations
[142, 141, 138]. The variable topology Potts model gives equivalent results.
5.6 Simple edge density community detection algorithms
In the past few sections, we have outlined the ingredients necessary for a community definition
based on edge density. We will now outline several simple procedures for applying this definition to
an algorithm. These dynamical procedures follow the precedent set by existing literature, and our
ability to use our definition, coupled with multiple forms of dynamics, illustrates the separation
between community definitions and dynamics of community partitioning.
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5.6.1 Global method of Ronhovde, Hu, and Nussinov (RHN)
This method takes an entire graph, and partitions it together, resulting in a single community
assignment for every node [141, 142, 185, 186]. RHN use a global ρ∗ (in the form of absolute Potts
model γ) and demonstrate an adaption to overlapping nodes.
In the RHN approach, we assign every node to a unique community consisting of a single node
as there are the same number of initial communities as there are nodes. Then, we make repeated
passes of the following changes in community assignments until we reach a point of local stability:
one in which none of the following moves will lower energy any further. More explicitly, the moves
are:
• Local shifts. Choose one node, and change the community assignment of the node to another
already-existing community. Accept if the change lowers the energy. If the previous commu-
nity only consisted of one node, that community vanishes and our number of communities q
shrinks by one.
• New communities. Choose one node in a community of more than one node, and attempt to
move it into a completely new community (which will then have only one node in it). Accept
if the change lowers the energy. This increases the number of existing communities by one.
• Merges. Attempt to merge two existing communities. Accept if the change lowers the energy.
This move contracts the number of communities by one.
The entire program outline above is a steepest-descent algorithm. In order to get over energy
barriers, we perform t independent trials with different random seeds (for either in initial community
assignments, or orders of traversing nodes and communities in trials) as a means of gaining improved
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sampling. Typically, on the order of 5 trials are needed, and this is found to be much more efficient
of computer resources than simulated annealing-like algorithms[141, 142, 185, 186].
RHN also created an extension of this approach to overlapping communities[183]. After per-
forming the above steepest descent non-overlapping algorithm, they take the following until they
achieve a locally stable configuration:
• Overlap expansion. For each community, attempt to add each node not currently in that
community. Do not remove the node from the previous community. The number of commu-
nities stays constant, but one community gains an extra node. Accept any additions which
lower energy.
• Overlap contraction. For each community and for each node in that community which was not
among the original nodes pre-expansion, attempt to remove that node from the community.
Accept any removals which lower energy.
This algorithm has been shown to have exceptionally good performance and efficiency. Its one
disadantage is that it uses a global ρ∗, though Ronhovde and Nussinov have recently done tests of
inferring local-network ρ∗.
5.6.2 Local algorithm of Lancichinetti, Fortunato, and Kertész (LFK)
In 2008, LFK developed a local fitness function and corresponding dynamics for local community
detection algorithms [187, 188]. This function shares some similarity with edge density, although
is is distinct in using external links as part of the measure of local fitness. Their dynamics can be
easily adopted to our Potts models for edge density.
For this method, we choose a starting node from which to base our community designations.
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We then loop the following steps:
• For each community, take the set of all nodes adjacent to, but not within, the community.
Calculate the change in community fitness if each node were to be added to the community.
Add only the node which increases the fitness function by the most. Repeat until no further
additions can increase the fitness.
• For each community, calculate the change in fitness if each node individually were to be
removed. If any node would increase fitness by its removal, remove the one node which most
increases fitness. Repeat until no further nodes can increase fitness by their removal.
• Once a locally stable community is found, repeat the procedure starting from another node
which has not yet been assigned to any community.
This procedure allows overlapping communities to be found, and allows a locally tunable ρ∗,
as opposed to a global ρ∗. This method has not been applied to our edge density community
definition, but can easily be via local optimization of Eq. (5.18). This algorithm provides a method
of community detection when only a small portion of the graph is visible.
5.6.3 Advanced methods
Methods such as simulated annealing or heat bath algorithms are extensions to the above methods
[160, 185]. As the edge density community definition is based on a Hamiltonian and not a set
of dynamic steps, we have the freedom to choose any dynamical steps we may like to minimize
energies. Energy optimization has been extensively studied in the physics literature, and there are
many lessons which can be taken from spin glasses, molecular dynamics, and other fields.
It would be useful to study the ability of various methods to overcome local energy barriers.
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For example, RHN noticed that community merge moves were important in order to surmount
local barriers[189]. Without these, singe-node community shifts were not able to effectively lower
energies. There are subtle differences between the order of additions and removals of the RHN
and the LFK methods, which could have impact on the performances of the minimizations. These
methods will not be discussed further here.
5.6.4 Multi-replica inference
In order to use the methods outlined above, we must know ρ∗ before we begin our detection process.
Since this, in general, can not be known in advance, we need to infer ρ∗ via some technique. There
is an established procedure for this multi-resolution analysis in the literature[142].
To do this, we scan across a range of values and perform multiple community detections (“r
replicas”) at each ρ∗. We infer that if the results from community detections at a given ρ∗ are very
similar, we have good community detection. This is equivalent to saying that at good values of
ρ∗, we have one dominant community assignment that is uniformly detected. Past work has shown
this to be a very good procedure [141, 142, 190].
There are various measures of inter-replica similarity, most based on the concepts of information
theory[191, 192, 193]. Various proposed choices include the variance of information (V I) [194,
141, 195], normalized mutual information (IN )[141, 196], and a generalized normalized mutual
information capable of handling overlaps (N) [187]. In this work, we will use a version of the F-
score, F1 generalized to handle partitions (see Appendix B) [188, 186]. The unifying characteristic of
these measures is that they take two complete community assignments and output a number which
indicates the similarity of the partitions. Most measures, including the F-score, are normalized as
follows: a value of unity indicates perfect agreement in partitions, while a value of zero indicates
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completely decorrelated community assignments.
Our F-score development extends the concept of comparing two partitions of the system to
overlapping nodes, similar to, but conceptually simpler than, the developments of Lancichinetti
et. al.[187]. Our derivation provides more insight into the actual performance of the community
detection algorithm. Full details are located in Appendix B. There, we derive a modification of
F1 for comparing entire partitions (instead of single communities) to each other, which we denote
FR1 . F
R
1 has the following interpretation: a value of unity indicates perfect agreement between
community assignments, and a value approaching zero indicates perfect decorrelation of community
structure.
These similarity measures (V I, IN , F
R
1 , etc.) are also used for testing the outcomes of commu-
nity detection experiments. If we know the correct community assignments (community assignment
R0), we expect the similarity between the detected and correct communities to be unity when av-
















Thus we can state our general criteria for a useful multi-resolution algorithm: as a function
of ρ∗, we must have a maximum of SIR at the same locations as S0 unity, in order to have both
accurate community detection and the ability to infer correct ρ∗ with no prior information.
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5.7 Weighted graphs and multigraphs
A very important area of modern community detection research is the subject of weighted graphs.
In weighted graphs, not every edge has equal importance. Any modern community detection
method should be able to handle weighted graphs. We will see that the previously-studied absolute
Potts model has some minor issues properly handling edge densities, but our newly created variable
topology Potts model is able to properly handle the weighted graphs of any type. A high weight
will indicate an edge which plays a major role in the graph, while a low weight indicates an edge
which does not significantly affect the graph. An unweighted graph can be considered a weighted
graph of edges of weight one, so by convention, a weight of zero corresponds to an edge which is
not present, and a weight of one corresponds to an unweighted edge.
In order to adapt edge density to weighted graphs, we make a simple substitution. We consider










The X can be any of a community A, a pair of communities AB, or any of the other situations
depicted in Fig. 5.1. As we demand for any reasonable extension, for unweighted graphs this
reduces to the same definition as Eq. (5.1). Furthermore, edges can be weighted greater than one
for very important edges. Adversarial edges (edges which favor being in different communities)
can be weighted less than zero. All work in the previous sections remains valid, with the caveat
that ρ is no longer limited to the range [0, 1]. The edge density can exceed unity when there are
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many edges with weight greater than one, or less than zero if there are enough adversarial edges.
Furthermore, we maintain a property of linearity of edge densities. If linearity is not desired, a
power (or other mapping function) could be applied to edge densities before summing to get the
“number of edges” stand-in.
The APM Hamiltonian, Eq. (5.18), can handle weighted graphs, with two caveats. First, the
APM model uses the number of missing edges, for which we use l − e (the maximal number of
possible edges, minus the number of actual edges). However, when e =
∑
wi, this is no longer
necessarily true: e no longer is identical with the number of existing edges. Second, in our final
form of the APM Hamiltonian in terms of edge densities, there is a factor of 11−ρ∗ . This becomes
zero or negative when ρ∗ ≥ 1, thus rendering our derivations invalid.
The VTPM avoids both of these limitations, and allows a natural extension to weighted graphs
with no discontinuity for ρ < 0 or ρ > 1. Since we have shown that the APM and VTPM are
identical for unweighted graphs, we know, even without dedicated experimentation, that the VTPM
is a successful community detection method for a broader class of graphs.
5.8 Overlapping communities: Correspondence of edge density to
social networks
Thus far, we have developed our community definition very abstractly, without any application of
the definition to the detection of communities. One edge density model, the absolute Potts model,
has already been shown to succeed in community detection in many standard problems in the
established literature. We now compare our approach with a recently proposed benchmark model
whose creators postulate that no currently existing community detection algorithm can resolve. As
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promised, we do not simply use our model to detect communities and call our methods “good,”
instead, we show theoretical correspondence between our edge density methods and the theoretical
properties of their benchmark model. Only then do we run community detection to show that we
can, in fact, resolve these communities.
5.8.1 Properties of social networks
The work in this subsection is based on a recent study of real social networks by Yang and Leskovec
[175] (YL). In this work, YL take real-world social networks and study their properties with respect
to size, overlap regions, and other parameters. They find that the number of edges within a
community tends to grow with a power in the range (1, 2), with observed values of 1.1 and 1.5. For
some exponent value ν, it is thus found
e ∼ nν . (5.45)




n(n− 1) ∼ n2, (5.46)








As long as ν ∈ (1, 2), we find ρ decreases as n increases. For example, YL observed social networks
to have an exponent value of ν ≈ 1.5, giving us
ρ ∼ n−.5. (5.48)
As we see, this validates one of the central tenets of the edge density community definition: as
communities grow larger, the edge density tends to decrease. By specifying a ρ∗, we implicitly
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specify a size scale of community which we will then detect. Another way to interpret this is
by considering that each additional node to connect is slightly less well connected than previous
nodes. As we keep adding nodes to the community, eventually, the community will grow so large
that adding extra nodes will decrease ρ below ρ∗.
According to the behavior seen by YL, regions of overlap between communities have edge density
contributions from both communities[175, 197, 198]. Thus, these overlap regions have a greater
density than the individual communities. It had previously been assumed that these regions of
overlapping communities had a smaller edge density than either of the non-overlapping regions.
Past methods of community detection make the opposite assumption, and thus not suitable for
community detection with the observed behavior [199, 200, 150]. We can show directly that the
edge density community definition properly handles this case.
Let us look at a diagram of two overlapping communities A and B, embedded in a universe of
nodes. We denote the universe of nodes U , the two communities A and B, the region of community
A excluding B as A − B and vice versa, the overlap region A ∩ B, and the universe of nodes
excluding the communities U − A− B. Fig. 5.5 is an schematic of this situation. Communities A
and B both have internal edge densities of .5. The overlapping region A ∩ B has an edge density
of .75. The edge density between A−B and A ∩B is .5, and vice versa for B and A.
With ρ∗ = .75, only the overlapping region A ∩ B will be detected, with ρ∗ = .5, communities
will expand to cover the region A or the region B, but not A ∪ B. The reason for this is that, if
we have currently detected the community A, any one one node x in B−A will have a p = .5 edge
density to A∩B, but only p = .5 edge density to A−B, thus the average connection probability to
the entire set A is pAx
.05nA−B+.5nA∩B
nA
< .5, thus, pAx < ρ
∗ = .5. This is the desired behavior. The
same will be true of a node y in A − B attempting to join community B. Thus, by applying the
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BA
A−B B −A A ∩B U −A−B
A−B .5 0 .5 0
B −A 0 .5 .5 0
A ∩B .5 .5 .75 0
U −A−B 0 0 0 0
Figure 5.5: Schematic of two communities A and B with pA = pB = .5, and their overlap edge
densities. This illustrates the affiliation graph model edge densities between each of the distinct
regions of the figures. We see that we have a greatest edge density in the A∩B region, as determined
by YL [175]. According to YL, currently existing community definition models can not detect these
communities.
edge density community definition, we can get exactly the desired behavior: for ρ∗ = .5, we detect
A and B, while for ρ∗ = .75, we detect A ∩B.
5.8.2 The Affiliation Graph Model
Here, we detail the “Affiliation Graph Model” (AGM) of YL[175, 201]. This model is similar to
stochastic block models in that edges are drawn in only based on the community memberships of
the two nodes. However, nodes are allowed to belong in multiple communities. Our exact version is
constructed as such: A universe of N nodes is taken. We take q communities of n nodes each, with
nq ≥ N , in two steps: first, we initialize the communities with non-overlapping communities of
N/q < n nodes. Then, for each community, we add additional nodes necessary to make n nodes per
community by randomly choosing from all other nodes. There are no restrictions to the maximum
number of communities to which a node can belong. Then, we add an edge with probability p for
each shared affiliation. Since there can be multiple shared communities per node, we allow each
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(a) SBM (b) AGM
Figure 5.6: Schematic of stochastic block modes (SBM) vs affiliation grapm model (AGM) graphs.
(a) The SBM graphs are non-overlapping, while (b) the AGM graphs allow overlaps. Note that in
our specific instances of AGM graphs, every node is it at least one community.





where the product is over all communities C which contains both nodes x and y. This is the inverse
of the probability that none of the shared affiliations produce a community. Our AGM graphs can
be identified by the parameters (q, n, p). The AGM benchmark graphs differ from stochastic block
model graphs by allowing overlaps, Fig. 5.6.
Further, we may produce multi-layer benchmark graphs. It is traditional to produce hierarchical
graphs for consideration, where small communities are contained within single large communities.
To create our multi-layer graphs, we create multiple levels independently, and overlay them. There
is no requirement that each small community be contained within a single large community, and
in fact, for each large community, each small community is likely to overlap with every large
community. The amount of overlap present here is unparalleled in the existing literature. Fig.
5.7 illustrates the difference between hierarchical and multi-layer community assignments. To
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(a) Hierarchical (b) Multi-layer
Figure 5.7: Schematic of hierarchical vs multi-layer. (a) The hierarchical graphs have small com-
munities (smaller circles, green) contained entirely within large communities. (b) The multi-layer
graphs have small communities which are allowed to span multiple large communities. In our spe-
cific instances of AGM graphs, every node is it at least one community, and small communities
are assigned completely independently of large communities, allowing extremely high degrees of
mixing between small and large communities. There have been no proposals of this type of multi-
layer community detection in the literature, but we will demonstrate our methods detecting these
communities properly.
produce multi-layer AGMs, we take two AGMs independently from the universe of nodes and overlay
edges. Edge probabilities are still calculated via Eq. (5.49), but now the sum over communities C
contains multiple layers of communities. We denote our multi-layer AGMs via the nomenclature
((q1, n1, p1), (q2, n2, p2)). Our final graphs are thus a combination of the overlaps of Fig. 5.6 and
multi-layer character of Fig. 5.7.
5.8.3 Benchmark results
We now examine actual results from application of the absolute Potts model and variable topology
Potts model to our overlapping community benchmarks using the multi-replica inference frame-
work of Sec. 5.6.4. We use the F-score measures of Appendix B to judge the performance of our
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algorithms. We study both inter-replica F IR1 , which is used to identify the correct ρ
∗, and F 01 , a
measure of how well we detected the planted communities. According to the canonical multiresolu-
tion algorithm, extrema of uniformity between replicas (F IR1 ) indicate ρ
∗ (or γ) values likely to be
correct. We want both of these measures to peak at the same value of ρ∗ to indicate that we can
recover the planted states and that we would be able to infer the correct value of ρ∗ if the planted
states were not known a priori.
Fig. 5.8 shows results for single-layer AGM graphs. We see that we can perfectly recover com-
munities for both situations, and would be able to know it even if we did not know the communities
a priori. We see that we are not only able to detect the planted communities (planted F1 = 1),
but to know where that would be (inter-replica F1 = 1). Fig. 5.9 shows results from application
to multi-layer AGM graphs. We see accuracy comparable to single-layer graphs, with slightly less
well defined peaks. It should be noted, we can not solve this for arbitrary parameters. The (q, n, p)
of the two layers are hand-chosen to give good results by adjust the probabilities of large and small
communities. Because of this, the methods here would not be useful for real graphs. We choose this
example to demonstrate the power and limitations of the method. It is unlikely that real graphs
would be as complex to solve as the multi-layer fully independent random case.
5.9 Directed and multigraphs
Directed and multigraphs are other important generalizations of networks, which a good community
detection method must be able to handle. Our edge density community definition can generalize
to these types of graphs equally well.
Directed graphs have ordered edges: each edge has a beginning node as an ending node. This






































Figure 5.8: Community detection results on single-layer AGM graph with parameters (q = 20, n =
100, p = .25), showing perfect community detection. F 01 indicates our ability to detect the known
community structure, and a value of unity indicates perfect community detection. F IR1 indicates
our ability to locate the correct resolutions without a-priority knowing the proper community sizes.
Both measures becoming unity at the same location indicates that our methods can infer the correct
resolutions and achieves perfect detection at that resolution. Similar results are achievable with
a wide range of AGM parameters. Upper plots show community detection with respect to nmean,
showing that we achieve maximal detection at n = 100. The plots (a) use the absolute Potts
model, and the plots (b) use the variable topology Potts models. The lower plots show the role of
the respective control variable γ for the APM and ρ∗ for the VTPM.
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(a) (b)
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Planted level 1 F1
Planted level 2 F1
Figure 5.9: Multi-layer AGM graphs with parameters (a) ((q1 = 16, n1 = 100, p1 = .3), (q2 =
64, n2 = 25, p2 = .75)) and (b) ((q1 = 16, n1 = 100, p1 = .35), (q2 = 64, n2 = 25, p2 = .75)). Both
inter-replica and known detection measures are plotted as in Fig. 5.8. Note that these parameters
are cherry-picked to give good results, successful community detection is not possible for arbitrary
parameters. At arbitrary parameters, one layer is perfectly detectable and one layer is noticeable
but without perfect detection. Upper plots show community detection with respect to nmean,
showing that we achieve maximal detection at n = 100. The plots (a) use the absolute Potts
model, and the plots (b) use the variable topology Potts models. The lower plots show the role of
the respective control variable γ for the APM and ρ∗ for the VTPM.
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represents a sort of directionality to the process on the graph[202, 203, 204]. For every pair of
nodes, there are now two possible edges connecting them, one in each direction. Thus, for directed
graphs, we have double the possible number of links,
ldirected = 2l (5.50)
and all previous formulations still apply.
We can then ask how directed graphs differ from weighted graphs with weights of w = 0.5
(for pairs of nodes containing an edge in only one direction) or w = 2 (for pairs of nodes with
edges in both directions). Considering this, it appears that the edge density definition does not
actually use the directedness of edges. That can be understood in this sense: since the directedness
is some indication of the direction of the dynamics of the processes on the graphs, directedness
should most naturally be taken account in the dynamics of the minimization process, instead of
the thermodynamics of the ground state. As an example of a directedness-aware dynamics process,
consider an algorithm where nodes only have adjacency with nodes edges are pointing to. This will
affect the possible community assignment changes and merges, and affect the resultant communities
[205].
Multigraphs are graphs that allow more than one edge to be between any pair of nodes. As
we sum over all edges, multigraphs can be very naturally included in the summation over edges.
However, note that under this formulation, a multigraph is seen as equivalent to a weighted graph,
with each edge having a weight equal to the sum of the weights of the other edges. If this procedure
loses essential information about the graph, a different method will be needed. Perhaps multiple
edges could be combined into one with a different weighting function, however, without a rigorous
analysis of the most important aspects of multigraphs, we can only speculate. For now, all we do
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is point out that edge density is not incompatible with the concept of multigraphs.
5.10 Limitations of edge density
Despite edge density well describing many benchmarks and real graphs in an effective manner, our
definitions and protocols have certain limitations. While these limitations exist, past use of edge
density methods has shown they are not barriers for most important problems. Importantly, the
edge density community definition is simple, thus there is a good chance that limitations can be
worked around in relatively non-convoluted ways. Thus, we expect the edge density community
definition to be very expandable.
For large (sparse) networks, where the total number of edges is proportional to the number of
nodes (e ∼ n), as opposed to the number of possible edges (e ∼ l ∼ 12n(n− 1)), a tendency to drive








If all edge densities are driven to zero, it becomes difficult for the parameter ρ∗ to distinguish
communities. Overall and inter-community edge density decreases with N (total number of nodes),
while intra-community edge density decreases with n, the number of nodes per community. How-
ever, in the case of somewhat fixed-sized communities, the inter-community edge density is driven
low much faster than intra-community edge density, allowing ρ to still be successfully used to dis-
tinguish the communities. The success of edge density community definition will depend on the
precise graph and “correct” community characteristics, but should be considered for any class of
graph.
Studies of real networks have shown a power law distribution of community sizes[150, 206, 207].
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A variation of community size does not affect the edge density community definition, as long as the
community has a uniform p of each edge existing, the edge density community definition will be
able to properly detect its communities. Studies have also shown that real networks have power-law
distributions of node degrees[208, 209, 210, 7]. A variation of internal node degrees (number of
edges connecting to other nodes inside a community) does influence the edge densities of nodes. The
distribution of node-to-community densities ρAa = eAa/(nA−1) will then be power law distributed
as well. The edge density community definition can still be relevant to these graphs. In these cases,
ρ∗ will indicate the edge density for the lowest-degree nodes of the community. The high-degree
nodes will still be included as part of the community to which they have the greatest connecting
edge density. If a high-degree node has many of its edges spread out among other communities, it
will not be misclassified as long as its node-to-correct-community edge density is greater than ρ∗
and it shares the greatest edge density with the correct community.
According to the simple definitions listed here, every node must have an edge density of greater
than ρ∗ to its community. This appears to be a fairly heavy restriction: if there is a node with
less than ρ∗ edge density to any other community, it will be forever alone. One method of working
around this would be to then allow isolated nodes to join whatever community they have the
greatest edge density connection with. Alternative schemes could be developed, where only the
average community edge density must be greater than ρ∗, and certain individual nodes can have
an edge density of less than ρ∗. Regardless, internal edge density is only capable of detecting
assortative communities, where nodes are connected to similar nodes.
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5.11 Conclusions
Edge density community detection methods have implicitly been used since at least 2008. Despite
this fact, the underlying theory of such methods have not been explicitly defined and fully explored.
This work fills this gap, and in the process formally expands the edge density community definition
to include important new classes of graphs, such as weighted and directed graphs, and the possibility
for overlapping communities. One of the most important features of the edge density community
definition is that it simple. One equation, ρ = e/l, is all that is needed to express the core concept,
yet our definitions and methods apply within communities, between communities, and for specific
nodes. This simplicity is directly linked to the generality of the definition.
To make our formulation concrete, we first discussed an existing edge density community def-
inition, the absolute Potts model. Methods based on Potts models have historically proven to be
very accurate, but have shown limitations for weighted graphs. To work around this limitation,
we proposed a new edge density model, the variable topology Potts model, and shown its equiva-
lence to the absolute Potts model for unweighted graphs. This generalization points the way for
community detection in all major types of graphs. It is worth emphasizing as well that our edge
density is a local community definition, where nodes and communities are only affected by their
nearest neighbors. This means our algorithm can easily scale to modern data sets, where only a
small portion of the graph is discoverable.
We have applied our edge density methods to the AGM, a recently proposed benchmark graph
model. The creators of this benchmark model claim that no currently existing method can solve
it. We have solved it exactly, and demonstrated why we are able to do so. Our analysis of the
AGM hints at the underlying reason for the accuracy of the edge density community definition. We
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postulate that the reason the edge density community definition performs so well on benchmark
graphs is related to the fact that many benchmark graphs are created with an edge probability
p as the independent variable, to which our ρ∗ is analogous. Since our detection method exactly
matches the creation processes of the benchmark graphs, it is easy to understand why we achieve
such accurate detection. Our definition will be useful for the cases where real graphs are generated in
an analogous manner. For graphs which are not generated with an edge-density based approach, we
may be over-optimizing a community definition to match common benchmarks, while making them
less useful for real-world graphs. There is no easy method of knowing if this is the case. In order
to resolve this issue, we must better understand the behavior of real-world graph communities, and
compare their theoretical properties to those the benchmark graphs, and our community definitions.
Even if it turns out that our viewpoint of communities is simplistic, the edge density definition
provides valuable insight. It is a stepping stone towards more complete and thorough community
definitions, and one of many possible general community definitions.
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Chapter 6
Noise and Well-defined Benchmark
Problems in Community Detection
6.1 Introduction
Increasingly, data are being generated in the form of networks, where interactions among objects
are the focus of study. Social networks are perhaps the most prototypical example which consist
of people (nodes) and their associations (edges). Finding structure in complex networks is of very
general interest with applications in social, biological, communications systems and many more.
Generally speaking, “community detection” [136, 122] attempts to identify relevant structure in a
complex network by searching for clusters of nodes (which are termed communities) have a higher
density of internal edges (i.e., intra-community links) than they have with other communities (inter-
community links).
A wide variety of methods have been developed over the past decade [136, 122]. More recently,
an intense effort has been expended on understanding the theoretical foundations of these methods
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and of community structure in general. This was underscored by Fortunato and Barthélemy when
they demonstrated that maximizing“modularity” [122], a common measure of network partitioning,
suffered from a fundamental limitation. Modularity is a global network parameter which measures
the “goodness” of any particular network partition. Higher modularity is taken to mean that more
meaningful communities are found [122, 123]. A fundamental shortcoming of this method is that
the local community partitions determined by maximizing modularity depend on the global size of
the network [156, 157].
A common method of judging the performance of community detection algorithms involves
“planting” initially well-defined community partitions into a random network in progressively more
challenging contexts (more extraneous and/or fewer inter-community edges). Such benchmarks are
generally defined by a set of parameters specifying the edge densities within the planted commu-
nities and an amount of “noise” representing additional spurious edges between nodes in different
communities. The goal of community detection algorithms, as applied to the particular case of
benchmark graphs, is to rediscover the embedded communities in given network with no prior
information about the planted partition. Community detection methods are then tested against
increasingly challenging benchmarks until detection of viable communities becomes impossible.
Common benchmarks of planted partitions include stochastic block models, a benchmark by Lan-
cichinetti, Fortunato, and Raddicchi (LFR) which focuses on power law distributions of nodes and
degrees [140], and a variety of “real-life networks”. Recent theoretical work studied the limits of
various community detection methods with increasing levels of noise.
Recently, Nadakuditi and Newman (NN) [143] reported on an inherent accuracy limit for
modularity-based community detection methods on a particular class of stochastic block mod-
els (see below). NN applied spectral decomposition methods to “stochastic block model” (SBM)
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graphs to find a threshold difference between intra- and inter -community edge densities (“noise”)
beyond which spectral methods cannot resolve the communities. After comparing to a similar ear-
lier result based on cavity-type approximations by Decelle, et. al. [144] for sparse networks (i.e.,
graphs with a small number of links per node), NN asserted that no method can perform better
than modularity on this special class of graphs (constant size n and fixed edge densities). Stringent
related results were later reported for sparse graphs by Mossel, Neeman, and Sly [211] and earlier
derived for general denser graphs [212]. Based on the cavity approximation, Reichardt and Leone
initially suggested a similar threshold beyond which detection of communities is no longer possible
[145]. Generalized cavity equations for arbitrary graphs appear in [185].
In the present work, we will derive universal rigorous bounds on well-defined community struc-
ture independent of any specific community detection methods. Our results are related to funda-
mental, generic properties of community structure. Instead of focusing on the problem of trying
to infer optimal partitions of given networks via disparate algorithms and/or cavity type approxi-
mations as in some earlier works, we turn the problem on its head and rigorously examine when a
benchmark network may have any meaningful structure in the first place. As such, our results are
general and independent of any inference method for ascertaining the optimal network partitions.
We now elaborate in more detail on the stochastic block benchmark and further general rea-
soning behind benchmark graphs. Although the ideas advanced in our work are general, we will,
for concreteness, focus on the stochastic block model (SBM). Within the SBM, each node belongs
to one community (or “block”) [213, 214]. The probability of having an edge between two nodes
depends solely on their community membership. Specifically, the probability of having an edge
between two nodes in the any same block (intra-community edges) is fixed to a certain value pin
and the probability of having an edge between any two nodes that belong to two different blocks
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(inter-community edges) is given by another uniform value pout.
When a benchmark graph is used, it is assumed that there is a planted community structure
which one may consistently detect. Such a planted structure can be thought of being generated
by the following gedanken experiment. Imagine that we “plant” a community partition solution
by dividing a group of N nodes into q equivalent, completely decoupled (i.e., no inter-community
links) communities of size n ≡ N/q each. Within each community the probability that a given node
will be connected by an edge to any other node in the same community is pin > 0. An absence
of any inter-community links in the initial decoupled state implies that the probability of having
a link between any two nodes that belong to different communities is pout = 0. In the absence of
any such inter-community links, finding the planted communities is a relatively easy task. Next,
imagine that more and more edges are added between different communities [i.e., that the noise
pout is progressively increased] while the number of intra-community edges is left unchanged. It
is intuitively clear that for “small” pout, finding the planted community will be easy while for
sufficiently large pout, the structure of the planted partition will be no longer be well-defined. As
will become evident in our work (and is indeed intuitively obvious), the cutoff scale for pout is set
by the natural intra-community scale pin (i.e., in the large n limit, beyond pout = pin finding the
planted communities becomes impossible).
When the planted communities are, as they are for sufficiently small pout, reflected in the edge
structure, we will term these graphs “well-defined.” An “ill-defined” graph, for a sufficiently large
pout, is one in which the assigned edge structure does not reflect the planted communities. An ex-
treme example of an ill-defined graph is afforded by a network in which nodes are assigned (planted)
into communities, but then all edges are randomly defined with no preference for intracommunity
or inter-community links. No community detection method would be able to detect the purported
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“communities” in this case as the input (edge structure) is assigned independent of the intended
communities. We will see that, in systems with community sizes n→∞, transitions indeed occur
at such the logical, intuitive point of pout = pin. However, due to the statistics of small numbers,
the transition occurs for smaller values of pout in graphs with finite a number of nodes per commu-
nity, n. In fact, we hypothesize and discuss the possibility that these small-number fluctuations are
responsible for many community detection limits previously published. In the above description,
well-defined structure is described as a graph property, but it can also be applied to individual
nodes. As stated earlier above, our focus is not simply a community detection limit. Rather, we
focus on a fundamental limit concerning the creation of such benchmark graphs. In fact, authors
have hinted at this effect in the past, however, it has never been rigorously analyzed and considered
as a fundamental limitation of community detection [140, 200].
6.2 Outline
The remainder of this work is organized as follows: We start our discussion with the definition of
the SBM problem and our criterion for a well defined community partition. In section 6.3, we set
up our formalism and express the problem of a planted state in terms of a binomial distribution.
In section 6.4, we write the corresponding exact expressions for the probability that a planted
partition satisfies our criterion for a well defined community partition. We then introduce, in
section 6.5, a simple approximation for computing these probabilities. In section 6.6, we write
general exact expressions for the fraction of nodes in the planted partition that satisfy our criterion
for community detection. We then turn to illustrate via a trivial application of Jensen’s inequality
that the approximation of section 6.7 provides rigorous lower bounds on the probability that our
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criteria for a well defined partition are satisfied. Armed with all of these rigorous results for the
SBM problem, we then briefly turn to consider their implications. We first consider, in section
6.7.1, threshold values of the noise pout beyond which well defined community partitions are no
longer possible. This will allow for a relation between our results and the phase boundaries of the
detectable region of the phase diagram. In section 6.8, we relate some rudiments of our approach to
computational problems other than the SBMs. In particular, we express and extend our criteria for
well defined community partitions in terms of an energy or cost function and further related planted
solutions (for the SBM problem and far more general computational problems) to the viability of
finding solutions in general to the computational problem at hand. In section 6.9, we discuss
the abstract meaning of our “well-defined fraction” and the breadth of graph types to which our
work is applicable. In section 6.10, we examine the behavior of our well defined transitions as our
systems increase in size; we will see that our transitions between well- and ill-defined benchmarks
become sharp. In section 6.11, we compare our limits of well-definedness to other established limits
of community detection to see that they agree in the infinite size limit, with the a region of well-
defined but undetectable communities shrinking as our system grows larger. Finally, in section 6.12,
we point out how accurate methods lead to results coinciding with our “well-defined” fraction, and
in section 6.13 we discuss the practical significance of our work on benchmarking and community
detection.
6.3 Binomial distributions of edge densities
As we noted earlier, when formally defined, SBMs constitute benchmark graphs where planted
communities are specified for each node, and edges are assigned between every pair of nodes with a
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probability pAB which depends only on the communities A and B of the two nodes, respectively. In
order for communities to be defined, one would expect that the density of links between communities
inside a community A will exceed that between communities A and B,
pin = pAA > pA,B 6=A = pout. (6.1)
However, we reiterate that in this work, we will show that due to the fluctuations in number of
edges connecting a given node to other communities (i.e., not its own), it is possible, in fact likely,
to have nodes which are not well-defined in their community even with pAA above the threshold
of Eq. (6.1). Unlike some other approaches, [143, 144, 211, 212, 145, 185]. this is not a limit of a
particular community detection method, or limitation on possible inference of structure (in cavity
type approximations or other approaches). Instead, our results relate to the structure of the graph
itself, as suggested in [140, 200]. As such, our results serve as universal intrinsic bounds for any
community detection method.
We now turn to the SBM model and embark on its initial analysis. We now assume a stochastic
block model network with q communities of size nA nodes per community A and a total number
of nodes N =
∑
nA, with particular values of pin and pout. First, the internal degree kin of a node
in its community follows the binomial distribution (B) with n− 1 attempts to make an edge, each
with a probability pin,
P [kin = k] = B(k;n− 1, pin). (6.2)
To any one external community B, there is a binomial probability distribution of the external
degree
P [kout,B = k] = B(k;n, pout). (6.3)
The form of the binomial distribution is given at the end of this section. Note that this is the
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external degree to a single community B, as opposed to the external degree summed over all q − 1
external communities. Also, note that there are n − 1 possible internal edges since we consider
nodes to not link to themselves, but n possible external edges to each external community. In
many cases, we could approximate n ≈ n− 1, but we do not do that here.
Given a constant community size n, a node a in community A is well-defined in its planted
community if there are more internal than external connections to any one external community,
kout,B < kin, (6.4)
for all communities B 6= A. One key concept here which bears restatement is that one node can
have more external (summed over the other q − 1 communities) than internal edges and still be
properly defined in its ground-state community if the many external links are spread out over enough
different external communities. We note that this is more relaxed than the Radicchi definition of
“weak” community in [137]. As numerical results illustrate, we can detect communities well past
the weak definition [142]. Zhang and Zhao also point out another intuitive case [215, 216] where
the strong and weak definitions of community structure proposed by Radicchi are both violated.
In order to generalize our considerations to unequal sized communities, we employ the edge
density ρ = k/n instead of the raw number of links. In this viewpoint, for a node to be well-defined
in a community, the edge density to that community must be greater than the edge density to any
other community. This assumption is discussed later. Then, instead of Eq. (6.4) our criteria for a
well defined community partition are captured in terms of edge densities. These criteria are to be
satisfied for each node in a community A 6= B,
ρout,B < ρin. (6.5)
The densities are defined as ρout,B ≡ kout,BnB and ρin ≡
kin
nA−1 . Clearly, as the number of conditions
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of the form of Eq. (6.5) that need to be checked scale linearly in the system size (i.e., linearly in
the number of individual nodes N and linearly in the number of external communities (q − 1)),
verifying that Eq. (6.5) is satisfied for a suggested partition. Thus checking a purported partition
is a polynomial in time problem (rendering the problem as formulated by Eq. (6.5) to be of the
NP type). However, as in many NP problems, finding correct partition(s) in general networks that
satisfy these constraints need not be an easy polynomial problem. (In fact, maximizing the best
well known measure for community detection, that of modularity, was shown to be NP complete
[165, 217].) As we discussed above, the degrees kin and {kout,B}B 6=A for each individual node follow















= B(k;nB, pout), (6.7)
for k = 0, . . . , nA − 1 or k = 0, . . . , nB respectively. In the above, we employed the following















x; 〈x〉 , σ2
)
dx where the mean is 〈x〉 = np and the variance is σ2 = np(1−p).
The normalized function is, explicitly, given by
N (x; 〈x〉 , σ2) = 1√
2πσ2
exp[−[x− 〈x〉]2/(2σ2)]. (6.9)
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= N (x;nBpout, nBpout(1− pout)) . (6.11)
We can invoking the identity N (mn;np, np(1− p)) = N (m; p, p(1−p)n ) to simplify the evaluation of
these probabilities. For cases where the normal approximation to the binomial distribution may not
be valid, in particular as in sparse graphs with limn→∞ np = λ with λ denoting a constant of order
unity, we can approximate the (normalized) binomial distribution by a Poisson distribution (keeping




m! exp[−λ]. That is,
P [ρin = x] = Pois(x; (n− 1)pin), (6.12)
P [ρout = x] = Pois(x;npout). (6.13)
For very dense graphs (p ≈ 1), we could conceivably use the Poisson distribution to model missing,
rather than present, edges. Fig. 6.1 further quantifies the validity of the normal approximation
to our problem [whose exact form is given by the binomial distribution]. We see that adding the
normal approximation to the independence approximation (dashed vs thin solid lines) add only a
small amount of inaccuracy.
6.4 Probabilities for well defined communities
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Figure 6.1: Comparison of exact calculation (thick line, Eq. (6.28, 6.6, 6.7)), and independence
approximation (thin solid line, Eq. (6.21)), and independence approximation with normal approx-
imation (dotted line, Eq. (6.21) with Eq. (6.17)). We see that the independence approximation is
worst for when the number of communities grows large or the number of communities grows small
(thick vs thin line). The normal approximation does not significantly affect the accuracy of Xw
calculation (thin vs dotted line). The region at which Xw ≈ 1, remains fairly well predicted under
all approximations.
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To do this, we note with the probability for just one external community B to have less links to
a given node a in A than all of the links between that given node a and other nodes in the same
community A is given by

















We can approximate the normalized probability function for the difference between the two normal
distributions in the above equation by a normal distribution whose expectation value is given by
the difference between the respective means of the two normal distributions and whose variance is
given by the sum of the variances,

























With the aid of these probabilities, we will turn to compute the fraction of correctly identified
nodes.
6.5 An independence approximation for community edge density
comparisons
In Eqs. (6.16,6.17), Pw,AB is the probability that any one node a is well defined (“w”) in its
planted community A with respect to community B. Put another way, this is the probability of
any given node in community A having more edges to B than to A, rendering its membership in
A questionable. With a total of q − 1 external communities, each external community B has an
probability Pw,AB of having more edges connected to node a than a to its own community A. If
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all of these probabilities were independent, then the probability that any such individual node a in





The superscript (“ind”) signifies that this result holds within the approximation of independence
between the various probabilities. The fraction of nodes in community A which are well defined
with respect to all external communities is (generally independent of any approximation),
X indw,A = P
ind
w,A. (6.19)












Xw is the probability that any one node will be properly defined in its ground-state community.
Eqs. (6.18, 6.21) constitute the independence approximation. We will momentarily see how, gen-
erally, this is indeed an inexact approximation albeit leading to results that coincide with those
of NN. Eqs. (6.18, 6.21) hold for general or equal size communities respectively. We now, as
promised, turn to the imprecision of the approximation and its origin. The fractions Xw,AB are not
independent as assumed in Eq. (6.18). This is so as all Xw,AB share the same ρin. If one particular
community B1 has a ρin higher than ρout,B1 , then ρin has a greater probability of being larger than
the average ρin. This increases the probability that a future community Bi has ρin > ρout,Bi . Each
successive external community which has a lower ρout < ρin further biases the expected value of ρin
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towards higher values. The overall effect is that Xw,A is greater than we find using the independence
approximation. Thus, the independence approximation leads, in fact, to a stringent bound,
Xw ≥ X indw , (6.22)
where the equality holds when q = 2. We will formally derive this bound in section 6.7. This
general bound is vividly elucidated by a simple example. Consider the case of pin = pout for
equal size communities. If we approximate n ≈ n − 1, each community, including the “in” one,
will have equal chances of having the most connections to a given node. Thus, in such a case,
Xw should equal 1/q. Using the independence approximation in Eq. (6.21), however, we will
have a 50% probability of well-definedness with respect to each external community, thus leading





which is flatly incorrect. In the next section, we
will compute the exact probabilities and fractions of correctly identified nodes. We will then, as
promised, illustrate that the independence approximation adheres to the bound of Eq. (6.22).
6.6 Exact fractions of well defined nodes
In order to produce an exact analytical form for the fraction of well defined nodes Xw, we need to
find the probability density of the maximum of a series of random variables. This is a hard task,
requiring nested integrals. We can slightly simplify it by considering the probability distribution




ρin > max{ρout,B1 , ρout,B2 , . . . , ρout,Bq−1}
]
(6.23)
This implies that all ρout must be less than ρin. Clearly,
Xw,A(ρin) = P
[
(ρin > ρout,B1) ∧ (ρin > ρout,B2) ∧ . . . ∧ (ρin > ρout,Bq−1)
]
, (6.24)
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with ∧ representing the logical “and”. Thus, to obtain the probability associated with the max-
imum, we need to integrate the multi-variable probability distribution. We now proceed to re-
examine the case of one external community and then illustrate how to properly generalize this
result for multiple external communities {Bi}q−1i=1 . The probability that ρout,Bi is, for a specific
community Bi, less than ρin reads
P [ρout,Bi < ρin] = CDF[ρout,ABi ](ρin). (6.25)
In ρout,Bi , the CDF syntax, which we will briefly review and elaborate on in more generality shortly,
denotes the “Cumulative Distribution Function” of ρout,ABi which, when the normal approximation
to the exact binomial distribution may be invoked, is given by Eqs. (6.16,6.17) when these are
evaluated at ρin. Generally, we may either employ the CDF of the normal approximation from
Eqs. (6.10, 6.11, 6.15) or the exact binomial from the first half of Eqs. (6.6, 6.7); the normal
CDF is, of course, a continuous distribution, while the binomial CDF is a series of discrete steps
formed from a sum of discrete quantities. The particular form used for the CDF reduces to an
implementation detail of the (as we will see) necessary numerical evaluation. However, conceptually,
both forms (normal or binomial) can be used equivalently with little difference in the results for
most graphs (e.g., not exceptionally sparse graphs for which the binomial distribution tends to a
Poisson distribution). We now turn to the multi-community case. From Eq. (6.24),








CDF [ρout,Bi ] (ρin), (6.27)
where the product extends over all q − 1 external communities. The fraction Xw,A of nodes which
are well-defined is given by Xw,A = Pw,A. Eq. (6.23) and the results above that followed apply for a
given ρin. To find out the probabilities and fraction of correctly identified nodes, we must integrate
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over all possible values of ρin. This leads to






CDF [ρout,Bi ] (ρin). (6.28)
In the above, as before, PDF [X] generally represents the probability density function, the probability
of the random variable X being in the infinitesimal interval [x, x + dx]. In Eq. (6.28), this PDF
associated with ρin,A is given by Eq. (6.10). Generally, for any distribution, the PDF is given by
the respective integral ∫ b
a
PDF [X] (x)dx = P [a ≤ X ≤ b] . (6.29)
The cumulative distribution function (CDF), for a general distribution function, corresponds to the
probability of the random variate X being less than or equal to a given value,
CDF [X] (b) =
∫ b
−∞
PDF [X] (x)dx = P [X ≤ b] . (6.30)
For the external links with a PDF given by Eq. (6.11), the corresponding CDF [which we invoked
above] is given by Eqs. (6.16, 6.17). Both the PDF and CDF may be associated with either the
original discrete problem (described by a binomial distribution) or its continuous approximation (a
Gaussian), with the corresponding trivial change between integrals to sums in the equations above
if the discrete form is sought.
We may employ the general relation of Eq. (6.20) to determine the exact fraction of correctly




dρinPDF [ρin,A] (ρin) (CDF [ρout,Bi ] (ρin))
q−1 . (6.31)
Regardless, we end up with an integral which can only be easily evaluated for q = 2. For
q = 2 (and only for q = 2), we can proceed as in the case of Eq. 6.16. Note that for q = 2, the
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That the independence approximation leading to Eq. (6.21) is not exact is evident since, as






while the correct value should approach 1q . As q grows larger, the approximation becomes less
accurate and the approximation leads to progressively less tight lower bounds on Xw. Fig. 6.2
compares brute computation of the well-defined fraction of nodes with our theoretical calculations.
We see that the approximations are good as long as the number of communities q is small.
In practice, we expect cascade effects. Every misclassified node will influence the number of
nodes in each community, thereby affecting the well-definedness of other nodes in those commu-
nities. Thus, because of these cascade effects, we expect Xw to actually be smaller than even our
exact calculation above. The fraction Xw is of use in monitoring the performance of community
detection algorithms. Fig. 6.3 compares our calculation of Xw to an actual community detection
algorithm, and shows that our Xw calculation accurately predicts properties of the community
detection process which will be elaborated on in future sections.
6.7 The independence approximation as an explicit lower bound
via Jensen’s inequality
Armed with the general expressions for the fraction of correctly identified nodes Xw, we now return
to explicitly demonstrate that the independence approximation leads to explicit bounds of Eq.




dρinPDF [ρin,A] (ρin)CDF [ρout,Bi ] (ρin)
)q−1
. (6.32)
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Figure 6.2: Use of SBM graphs with the given parameters to compare accuracy of our well-
definedness calculations with Comparison of exact calculation of well-defined node fraction Xw
(thick line, Eq. (6.28, 6.6, 6.7)) with brute computation of well-definedness using Eq. (6.5) from
100 sample graph generations (thin line) of . We see that our theoretical calculations match exper-
imental computation well.
Without the independence approximation, we have the result of Eq. (6.31) which we rewrite here




dρinPDF [ρin,A] (ρin) (CDF [ρout,Bi ] (ρin))
q−1 . (6.33)

























Figure 6.3: Comparison of different approximations for calculation of Xw for a q = 4 n = 32 SBM
graph at pin = {.1, .5, .9} from top to bottom. The “exact” Xw calculation (thick line, Eq. (6.28, 6.6,
6.7)) closely matches our independence approximation (thin solid line, Eq. (6.21)). Furthermore,
we see that Xw = 1 accurately predicts the regions at which the absolute Potts model, a recently
proposed accurate community detection method, is able to detect communities [141, 142]. Once
Xw < 1, the community detection method rapidly loses accuracy.
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It is readily seen by Jensen’s inequality [218] for convex functions in its general form as applied to









ϕ (g(z)) f(z)dz, (6.34)
with, in this case, for the particular convex function ϕ(y) = yq−1 (which is convex when q > 2),
that Eqs. (6.32, 6.33) lead to the bound of Eq. (6.22). An equality always trivially arises when
q = 2 (as is seen from Eq. (6.34) for ϕ(y) = y).
6.7.1 Thresholds
Thus far, we focused on the fraction of correctly identified nodes Xw. This quantity allows us to
know the maximum fraction of nodes any community detection algorithm can achieve. However,
it is also useful to have a rough threshold for the case of every node being well-defined. Towards





to test for a proper detection of communities. For Xw above XTh,>w , all nodes are well defined
a majority of the time. Below XTh,>w , there is a high probability of at least one node not being
properly defined in its planted community. At XTh,>w , exactly one node is, on average, mis-grouped.
This is the point at which we expect community detection algorithms to begin failing, thus this
value is extremely important to those in the community detection field. Fig. 6.4 indicates that
this upper threshold accurately predicts the point at which community detection algorithms begin
losing accuracy. For a given pin value, the X
Th,>
w threshold occurs at a certain pout value, which
we shall indicate as pTh,>out .
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At the other extreme, a lower threshold fraction of correctly grouped nodes occurs at the point
when the system is entirely decorrelated from its expected community structure, the point at which









We use a threshold of 1/q+ 1/N instead of simply 1/q to add a small delta, because Xw may never
exactly approach Xw. We may mark the corresponding value of pout with p
<
out. Without stochastic
variance of the edge placement, we would expect p<out = pin.
By Eq. (6.22), the results that we arrive at by the independence approximation of Eqs. (6.18,
6.21) and, in particular, the corresponding values of the threshold values p>,<out lead to lower bounds.
That is, if we denote by pindout
>
the value of the pout for which X
ind
w = 1− 1/N and pindout
<
the value
of the pout for which X
ind







For q > 2, the independence approximation leads to an underestimate of the requisite noise to
achieve these threshold fraction values of correctly identified nodes; the true critical values of pout
exceeds that found by the independence approximation.
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6.8 General considerations applicable to problems other than the
stochastic block model
In what follows, we briefly discuss rather trivial extensions that enable us to compare and extend
some considerations to other computational/satisfiability problems other than the community de-
tection as applied to the stochastic block model. We first express our conditions for well defined
community detections as a requirement that a certain cost function vanish. We then further discuss
a trivial yet nevertheless general relation between computational problems with planted solutions
and the viability of finding an optimal solution for the computational or satisfiability problems.
6.8.1 Effective energy
In many computational problems, a certain cost function is to be minimized. All of our analysis
thus far focused on when Eq. (6.5) may be satisfied. This led to our expressions for the fraction
of correctly identified nodes Xw. We may restate the condition for well defined communities of
















The sum is over all communities A and all nodes a within them and Θ(x) the Heaviside function
(Θ(x > 0) = 1, Θ(x < 0) = 0). We may now ask whether there exist a partition (or partitions)
for which the energy E = 0. As the energy function of Eq. (6.39) counts the number of nodes not
satisfying our well-defined criteria, we have the correspondence
E = N(1−Xw). (6.40)
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According to the postulates regarding well-definedness in this work, minimizing this energy corre-
sponds to a rudimentary form of community detection. With the Hamiltonian at hand, we can go
beyond an analysis of the system ground states and examine whether it is possible to optimally
satisfy the community detection criteria; we can now, as in [185], broadly define and examine a
finite temperature entropy, energy, the spin-glass type phase transitions that they exhibit and much
more.
6.8.2 Planted states as variational states in general graphs
A trivial yet important point which we wish to emphasize is the following: the planted graph
partition might be viewed as a variational state. That is, if the planted partition satisfies Eq. (6.5)
or, correspondingly, is a zero energy (ground state) of the energy function of Eq. (6.39) then, of
course, clearly there is at least one state for which Eq. (6.5) is satisfied. Similarly, if a planted
state violates a certain number of conditions of the form of Eq. (6.5) then there exists at least
one partition (i.e., the planted state) which violates the same number of conditions. However, by
adjusting the community assignments, we may find a different state (i.e., one which differs from the
planted state) which break a smaller number of these conditions and thus of lower energy. We will
denote the fraction of well defined nodes and associated threshold values for this minimal energy
state(s) by Xw and p
<. This is primarily important when we are detecting communities without
knowledge of the planted state (i.e., the general practical task of community detection algorithms).
In such a case, we search for a state that violates the least number of constraints of the form of
Eq. (6.5) or equivalently has the lowest energy in Eq. (6.39).
Thus, for any given graph at which threshold values of pout (i.e. p
Th,>, pTh,<), are the analogs
of Eqs. (6.35, 6.36) corresponding to a general problem sans a known planted partition are satisfied,
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we will trivially have the inequalities
p>out ≥ p>out, (6.41)
p<out ≥ p<out. (6.42)
The variational state provided by the planted state, if anything, may lead us to believe that our
threshold is smaller than it actually is for finding sensible community partitions. The fact that we
detect the lowest-energy ground state, instead of the variational (planted) state, leads us to infer
a greater threshold for community detection than we actually have. This may have effects for the
use of community detection when the true communities are not known, and the accuracy of the
detection must be inferred from the relative noise.
6.9 Consequences of our results
6.9.1 Meaning of Xw
In order to highlight the importance of Xw, we note anew how benchmark graphs are usually
used. A planted community assignment (“state”) for each node is assigned, and then edges are
stochastically drawn in. The observer then expects to be able to use only this edge information
to recover the planted communities. Xw is the fraction of nodes in the graph where the edge
structure properly reflects the planted communities, the fraction of nodes which a method should
classify correctly. When Xw = 1, all nodes are properly defined in their planted communities, and
reasonable community detection algorithms would be expected to be able to identify the correct
community of all nodes. However, when Xw < 1, then there are some nodes which are more
strongly connected to a community other than their planted community. In this case, no community
detection algorithm should be expected to classify these nodes correctly since the edge structure does
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not reflect the planted communities. Without fully understanding the results of this work, the
inability to detect all correct communities would be seen as a flaw in the algorithm, instead of a
flaw in the benchmark as it should be interpreted.
In Fig. 6.4, we compare the limits of detectability to the absolute Potts model (APM) per-
formance [141, 142]. We see that Eq. (6.35) fairly accurately predicts both (i) the point at which
the fraction of correctly identifiable nodes via spectral-based method begins decreasing, and (ii)
when the APM method ceases to be able to identify communities well. The transitions to the
undetectable phase as seen by both methods (i) and (ii) onset at nearly the same value of the noise
pout.
6.9.2 Applicability of results
While this discussion is focused primarily on equal-sized communities, Eq. (6.20) is general for a
graph with communities of any size. However, once we can no longer assume equal size communities,
it becomes much harder to get analytic approximations for the results, but numerically computing
Xw is still a relatively simple task. If we go further and allow the coefficients pAB to vary, the form
of Xw becomes more complex. Nevertheless, for any specific graph instance, an Xw value can be
calculated by iteration over all nodes and comparing internal and external degree and community
sizes.
Our analysis invokes an edge density picture of community detection, where a community
of nodes is identified by having more internal edges than external to any one other community.
On first appearance, this would make it seem that this analysis was specialized to edge-density-
based community detection methods. However, given the highly symmetric nature of constant-n
stochastic block models (equal community sizes, equal pin, and pout, edge density being directly



























Xw = 1− 1N
NN fraction detectable
Figure 6.4: Actual performance of absolute Potts model in community detection of a stochastic
block model with q = 2, n = 50, and pin = 0.5. We measure community detection performance via
normalized mutual information IN , which is unity for perfect detection and approaches zero for poor
detection [142]. We see that the threshold Xw = 1 − 1/N fairly accurately predicts the detection
thresholds of the algorithm, indicating that ill-defined nodes are correlated to the limits of this
method. Furthermore, the NN fraction of nodes detectable (Eq. (6.46)) furthermore corresponds
to the rough envelope of the detection accuracy.
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proportional to degree, edge density is the only distinguishing factor between communities. There
are other competing factors which community detection methods could use in cost functions to judge
communities—internal edge density, size, number of triangles, and other higher level correlations—
and each method weighs these factors differently. However, in SBMs with equal-sized communities
n, there is only one distinguishing factor: edge density. Thus, all reasonable community detection
methods should converge to the same result for this special benchmark class. 1 This rationalizes why
methods as varying as modularity [122], a configuration Potts model by Reichardt and Bornholdt
[158], an Erdős-Rényi Potts model [160, 158], its “constant Potts model” extension [184], and an
“absolute” Potts model [142] (no null model definition) all converge to equivalent cost functions
and show equal results in the thermodynamic limit for the constant-n SBM. Thus, Potts-type,
and possibly all [144, 145], methods converge to the same result for this special benchmark class.
Therefore, this analysis roughly generalizes to all community detection methods on equal size SBM
graphs.
6.10 Phase transitions
6.10.1 Well-definedness of the planted state
We now discuss the behavior as the number of nodes grows large, Fig. 6.5. First, we examine the
independence approximation of Eq. (6.18). When the number of nodes per community n 1, we
1There is one small asymmetry: a node a in community A has n− 1 other nodes in its home community, while n
other nodes in every other community. This provides one small methods for community detection methods to give
different results, however, this is a small effect and not noticeable in this work.






























































Figure 6.5: The effects of varying q and n have at constant pin = .5. We see that as n decreases,
we get a lower and lower pout threshold for Xw < 1, the bound for resolving communities. As
q increases, our bound decreases. Also, for any given Pout, Xw is lower for lower n or greater q.
(a) shows results for our independence approximation, (b) shows results for the correct numerical
evaluation. This shows how, as community size n increases, we approach a sharp phase transition
between ill-defined and well-defined nodes.













pin(1− pin) + pout(1− pout)
)]
. (6.43)
The denominator in this equation provides the width of the erf decay. The denominator decreases
as 1/
√
n with increasing community size n. Thus, the greater the community sizes, the sharper the
transition between the graph being well defined (Xw ≈ 1) and not (Xw  1). In the thermodynamic
limit of large n, a sharp phase transition appears when the parameter (pin−pout) = 0. Fig. 6.5 shows
these effects. Using the exact expression of Eq. (6.28), we see how a finite n crossover becomes
progressively sharper as n is increased.
6.10.2 Low-energy transitions: “dynamics”
Previous work [185, 186] has shown the existence of several dynamical phases in community de-
tection problems. These appear to be true phase transitions in that they become narrower as
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system size grows. Generally speaking, they are directly related to the dynamics of minimization,
not the specific detected structure. Speaking generally, in the “easy” phase, CD methods can
readily detect proper communities with minimal sampling. A hard dynamical phase corresponds
to a middle region where communities exists and are well-defined, but an exhaustive sampling is
generally required to partition the network. The onset of the hard phase correlates to the boundary
between good community detection and poor community detection, but the precise boundary may
be algorithm dependent.
This work describes a different transition: one in which the ground state (the best community
assignments according to a particular CD method) is altered. This is not a transition in intrinsic
dynamics of the community detection process as above. Rather it conveys information about the
defined network structure. At Xw = 1, all nodes are properly defined in their communities and may
be accurately placed by an ideal CD algorithm. For large graphs, as pout is increased, a cross-over
occurs into a region where nodes are not well defined according to their intended communities and
no method should be able to properly detect all of them beyond the fraction given by Xw.
6.11 Comparison with limits of real community detection algo-
rithms
- Xw is graph structure
We now compare our result to the NN result [143] in the infinite-size limiting case. Their result
is in terms of the variables cin = Npin and cout = Npout. Translating Eq. (15) in [143] for pin and
pout, we have




(pin + (q − 1)pout). (6.44)
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It is evident that as q/n becomes large, the right side of this equation approaches zero, forcing
pin = pout and the results approaches the same limiting case of pin > pout for detectability of
communities we had in Eq. (6.1).
NN give a fractional formula for the fraction of nodes which can be detected in SBMs via
spectral-based methods. For the q = 2 case, a pertinent NN parameter is set by
α2 =
(cin − cout)2 − 2(cin + cout)
(cin − cout)2
. (6.45)






























We can further think about the fractional nature of Xw and the detectability threshold of NN.
In Fig. 6.6, we plot both Xw, the fraction of well-defined nodes, and XDM , the fraction of nodes
which spectral methods can detect. We see the characteristics of a phase transition as the number
of nodes per community n increases. As is evident in Fig. 6.6, as we approach this transition, the
NN fraction detectable also becomes sharp and approaches the same threshold of pin = pout. We
see that spectral methods always detect fewer than the number of well-defined nodes for any given
threshold X value, XTh = XThw = X
Th
DM . As we approach the phase transition, we see this region
of properly defined nodes which spectral methods cannot detect shrinks.
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Figure 6.6: Stochastic block model q = 2, pin = .5, and varying n. Solid lines show Xw, dotted lines
show the modularity-based fraction of nodes identified, and vertical lines indicate the NN-limit of
detectability. As we can see, as n → ∞ we see that the fraction of particles well defined Xw and
the fraction classifiable via modularity converge.
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6.12 “Accurate” methods agree with the Xw curve
What we have presented here is a general bound for nodes to be properly connected to their
communities, which we expect any method to be bound by. In Fig. 6.7, we compare various
accurate methods to Xw to show that Xw is indeed their bound. We see for all methods, the
fraction of nodes they detect is at all times less than Xw. Furthermore, the point at which methods
begin losing accuracy is uniformly around the same point Xw < 1. This indicates that, until the
first nodes begin being no longer well defined in their communities, it is easy for most methods to
accurately detect communities.
We compare the absolute Potts model (“APM”) [142], a method based on desyncronized phase
oscillators by Bocaletti et. al. (“OCK-HR”) [219], Newman’s modularity optimization algorithm
(“Newman 2004 Modularity”) [122] and a modularity maximizing simulated annealing approach
by Danon et. al. (“Simulated Annealing”) [196], and a belief propagation and mean field approach
by Hastings (“Hastings”) [220]. These are some of the more common, and more accurate, commu-
nity detection methods in existence and we use them to compare Xw to experimental community
detection results. When Xw is high, we the case where the most accurate algorithms are able to
almost exactly detect an Xw fraction of the nodes. This indicates that not only is Xw a bound,
but is a fairly complete calculation for the region without cascade effects. When we move to higher
pout, our ability to detect communities diverges from the Xw theoretical limit. This can be due
to cascade effects leading to inaccurate calculation of Xw, as described in Sec. 6.6, where each ill-
defined node affects more nodes than just itself. Alternatively, the divergence of Xw and fractions
of nodes detectable, as described in Sec. 6.11, could be a cause.












































Figure 6.7: Demonstration of Xw representing a limit for “accurate” community detection methods.
We compare a variety of high-accuracy community detection methods (see text), and see that all
methods are bound to detect less than Xw nodes. Panel (b) is a detail of (a), showing the high Xw
range. When Xw is high, we have minimal cascade effects, and Xw is an accurate prediction of the
accuracy of the most accurate methods.
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6.13 Conclusions
We conclude with a brief synopsis of our results.
• Community detection as a function of graph structure. Detecting communities in general
graphs is an NP type problem that gained much attention in the last decades. More recently,
several groups have examined a particular subclass - the stochastic block model graphs - with
the goal of calculating noise thresholds on the ability to detect community structure via various
algorithms such as those involving spectral methods or considerations related to the fundamen-
tal ability of disparate methods to infer structure. These inference and other type methods were
examined elegantly via the cavity type approximations and bolstered by other considerations. In
this work, we chose a different path to attack problem. Specifically, we examined the properties
of the graph itself and derived similar universal bounds independent of any particular community
detection algorithm and/or inference methods/approximations. We took a simple model of com-
munity structure, only requiring a greater internal edge density than external edge density to any
one other community. While this may seem limiting, we explained how this assumption is valid at
least for equal-community-size stochastic block model graphs. Using this, we derived a relationship
for the fraction of nodes which will have an edge structure which actually does reflect the correct
community assignment, and related this to community detection thresholds. This is a drastically
different viewpoint from that of past works. The simplicity of our approach suggests that this may,
in fact, be an explanation underlying the other published limits. The ideas introduced in our work,
with the principle of focusing on the problem itself independent of any viable known algorithms
or inference approximations, might have applications when examining other hard computational
problems.
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• Rigorous bounds on well-definedness and community detection algorithms. Our bound on
the highest number of correctly identifiable vertices of the planted state, in the non-sparse case
(such that the exact binomial distribution may be replaced by a normal distibution) is given
Xw(pin, pout, q, n) given by Eq. (6.31) [wherein the corresponding CDF is given by Eqs. (6.16,
6.17) and the PDF is given by Eq. (6.10)]. We reiterate that this provides a strict upper bound
on the accuracy of any community detection method for planted equal community size stochastic
block model graphs. For sparse graphs, the exact binomial distribution (or its Poisson distribution
approximation) may be invoked in the probability distribution functions. Furthermore, we have
derived an “independence approximation” which is most accurate at small number of communities
q or high Xw. We have shown, by a simple application of Jensen’s inequality, that the independence
approximation leads to a strict lower bound on the actual fraction of well defined nodes, X indw ≤ Xw.
Finally, by comparison with some historic “accurate” community detection algorithms, we showed
that our Xw bound is indeed an upper limit for all of these algorithms as clearly seen in Fig.(6.7).
We achieve the greatest accuracy when Xw is high, minimizing cascade effects of ill-definedness.
• Sharp transition behavior in large-size limit. We have shown that as community size n in-
creases, the width of the transition between well-defined and ill-defined decreases and approaches
the intuitive criteria for community detection of pin > pout. This matches, as one would hope, the
other published thresholds of the ability to detect communities [143, 144, 145, 161]. In the APM
method, it was explicitly seen how the width of intermediate “hard phase” decreases as n becomes
progressively larger[185, 186, 221, 222]. Within the hard phase, the system still has structure yet
finding it can be extremely challenging, that lies between the easily solvable system and that of the
unsolvable phase (in which the graphs have no underlying structures).
• Relevance to benchmark graphs. Perhaps the most practical implication of this work relates
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to the construction and analysis of benchmark graphs for community detection. In order to judge
the effectiveness of any algorithm, one must know the maximal possible performance to expect.
Also, one must consider the performance of an algorithm relative to the onset of ill-defined nodes
XTh,>w , the point at which edge structure no longer matches that intended of the graph. Below this
threshold, there is a well defined community structure which algorithms should be able to detect if
they can sufficiently sample the landscape of community assignments. The lower threshold value
set by XTh,<w of Eq. (6.36) corresponds to the other extreme- that in which some (better than
random) correlation can be found with the initial planted state. Benchmark graphs could also be
designed to avoid ill-defined nodes, as for example, the LFR benchmark [140, 200] does by applying
a “rewiring” step which keeps internal to external edges at as constant a ratio as possible.
Our analysis, while detailed, raises many further questions. Can this analysis be extended to
different cost functions, or graphs with power law degree distributions? Can we successfully model
cascade effects, where each incorrect nodes affects the size of communities and thus affects more
than just itself? Perhaps most importantly, how does this issue intersect with real-world graphs?
We hope that in such graphs with real-world planted states, there is some best community definition.
Using an analysis similar to the one presented here, to what degree does the graphs edge structure








In this work, we study five basic coarse-grained models of glasses. Each model is defined on a
lattice. In general, models have “hard” dynamic or thermodynamic constraints. This means that
the relevant constraint is always met when moves of particles or spins are performed. Soft versions
of a model allow for moves that violate the hard constraint with a small probability.
The models we focus on are:
A.1.1 Fredrickson-Andersen Model[1]
The Fredrickson-Andersen (FA) class of kinetically constrained model is spin-based. Each site the
lattice contains can hold either an up (activated) or down spin. All configurations are allowed, and
for a density c = 1/(exp(−T ) + 1), spins flips occur at a rate given by
λdown→up = c (A.1)
λup→down = 1− c. (A.2)
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The time scale is defined by these rates. Kinetic constraints are enforced in the following manner:
the only spins which can flip are those next to at least one activated (up) spin. Thus, the only
mobile regions are those regions near other activated spins.
We study the FA model on a three-dimensional cubic lattice. The lattice size is adjusted as a
function of density so that there are on average 100 activated spins on the grid for all temperatures
defined via the concentration c.
A.1.2 Kob-Andersen Model[2]
The Kob-Andersen (KA) class of kinetically constrained model is particle-based. A cubic lattice
is occupied by a fixed number of particles distributed among the sites. There must be zero or
one particles per site, namely overlaps are not allowed. For a given lattice filling density, all
configurations are allowed, and have zero energy. Moves are performed via a simple Monte Carlo
criteria. First, a random particle and a random neighboring site are chosen. If the neighboring site
is occupied, the move is rejected. If either the original site or the move-target site has more than
m occupied neighboring sites, then the move is also rejected, otherwise the move is accepted. The
time scale we use is defined such that one unit of time represents N attempted particles movements,
where N is the number of particles in the system. Our realization of the KA model is the standard
implementation on a cubic lattice with m = 3 and a grid size of 15× 15× 15.
We have also simulated a soft version of the Kob-Andersen model by defining a finite probability
η of a normally disallowed move occurring. In the standard (“hard”) model, a random particle is
selected, and a move is attempted to a random neighboring site. If the limit on the number of
neighoring pre- or post-move particles defined by the constant m is violated, the move is rejected.
In the soft model, instead of rejection, the move is accepted with probability η. In our realization
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of this model, we use η = .001, which would be equivalent to a virtual barrier height of E = 6.9kbT .
A.1.3 East Model[3, 4]
The East model is defined identically to the Fredrickson-Andersen model, except that each axis
has a directionality and spins can only be activated “downstream” in that direction. Thus, along
each axis, a spin can only be activated by one site that lies in a given direction (either to the left
or right of the spin under consideration). For example, a one dimensional East model will have
each site only activated by the neighbor on the right. Our realization of the East model is three
dimensional. This model is often referred to as the “North-East-Front” model, for the three sites
(north or east or front) which can activate a given spin.
A.1.4 t154 Lattice Glass Model[5]
The t154 model was the primary focus of previous work, and is an instance of the Biroli-Mézard
class of models. This class of model is particle-based with a fixed number of particles. The particles
are distributed throughout sites without overlap. The thermodynamic rule on configurations is that
a particle of type m can not have more than m nearest neighbor lattice sites occupied. Moves and
the timescale are defined identically to the Kob-Andersen model. The constraint in t154 may seem
similar to that defined of the KA model, however the constraint in t154 applies to all particles at all
times. Thus, in the KA model a particle can have more than m neighbors, but that is not allowed
in the t154 model. Our realization of the Biroli-Mézard model is the t154 model of our previous
work. In particular, we work with a cubic lattice of length 15 sites, with 10% m = 1 particles, 50%
m = 2 particles, and 40% m = 3 particles.
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A.1.5 CTCC Lattice Glass Model[6]
Ciamarra, Tarzia, de Candia, and Coniglio (“CTCC”) devised a particle-based thermodynamic
LGM with an orientational parameter. The system is taken with a fixed number of particles
distributed among the sites which defines the density of the configuration. As is the case with the
other particle-based models, a site contains either zero or one particles. In addition to the lattice
site index, there is also an orientational parameter associated with each particle. This orientational
parameter can have a direction pointing to any of the neighboring sites. If a certain particle is
oriented towards a certain neighboring site, that neighboring site must be empty. Thus, not only
must particles not overlap, there must be no overlap between a particle and another particle’s
orientational parameter. This provides a “rattling” degree of freedom which induces geometric
frustration that, prevents crystallization even in a single-component system.
The dynamics of the CTCC model is that described in Ref. [6]. A random particle and neigh-
boring site are chosen. If the particle is oriented towards that neighboring site, a trial move is made
into that site, with the particle in the new site oriented back towards the old site. If the particle is
not oriented towards the chosen neighboring site, a trial mode is made keeping the particle in the
same site but reoriented towards the chosen neighboring site. Time scales are defined in a manner
analogous to the means discussed for the KA model with each time unit having an average of one
trial move per particle. Our realization of the CTCC model involves a three dimensional lattice of
size 15× 15× 15.
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Appendix B
F-score
In order to be able to quantify the performance of community detection algorithms, we must have
tools to compare the similarity two partitions (or more generally, covers) which allow overlaps).
Furthermore, one of the core tenants of our multi-resolution algorithm is that high uniformity across
replicas indicates good community detection solutions. There are a variety of these functions derived
from information theory which answer the question “if you know one partition of the system, what
is known about replicas?”.
This F-score development discussed here has certain advantages. First, it can handle overlapping
communities. It also can handle incomplete partitions, where the communities being detected or
sought consist of only a portion of the nodes of the entire graph, as opposed to other functions
which only compare complete partitions of the graph. Thus, the F-score is a valuable tool for local
community detection study. The F-score has the interpretation: F = 1 implies that we have exactly
recovered a known community, with every node detected and no extraneous nodes detected.
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B.1 Single-community F-score
As an example, let us consider the situation depicted in Fig. B.1. We have a community A which
we want to detect. We apply some algorithm and end up with a group of nodes A′ (dark and green).
We see there are 10 nodes in A, |A| = 10. Our algorithm has returned 12 nodes, |A′| = 12. Note
that we have an overlap of seven nodes, which means five nodes were detected which are incorrect,
and we missed three nodes we should have detected.
We will consider our initial development to be for a single community (in other contexts, F-score
is defined only for single-group searching). Using some local community detection algorithm, we
detect a group of nodes. We use the phrase “community” to indicate the known group of nodes
we want to match. We use the term “detected nodes” to indicate what the community detection
algorithm actually returns. Note that there are few published local community detection algorithms
of this type (that will return only a single community in isolation, as opposed to a partition/cover
of the entire system). This is not a practical limitation, as we develop methods of averaging to
compensate for this.
There are two components to the F-score. First is the precision, measuring how many nodes in
the test community actually belong in the known community. It answers the question “of all nodes








The nomenclature |A| indicates the number of nodes in A, and ∩ indicates set intersection. In
Fig. B.1, precision= 7/10. A precision of 1 indicates that every node detected is in the community.
A precision of zero means that no detected nodes are in the community. A lower precision indicates
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(a) |A| = 12, |A′| = 10
(b) precision = 7/10
(c) recall = 7/12
Figure B.1: Example for calculation of F-score. (a) We have a known community A (green nodes),
and the results from the community detection algorithm A′ overlaid (dashed oval). (b) Calculation
of precision: 7/10 detected nodes are correct. (c) Calculation of recall: 7/12 correct nodes are
detected.
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more false positives.
Next, the recall indicates what fraction of the community nodes were actually detected. It
answers the question “of all nodes in the community (that we want to detect), what fraction were







In Fig. B.1, recall= 7/12. A recall of 1 indicates that we have managed to not miss any nodes in
the desired community (though there could be excess nodes returned, too). A recall of less than
one indicates false negatives.
Generally, there is a trade-off between precision and recall. Precision can be made 1 by selecting
fewer nodes (in the limiting case, by selecting only one node which is known to be in the community),
at the cost of a very low recall. Conversely, recall can be made 1 by selecting every node in the
graph, at the expense of a low precision. Overall goodness of our search process is measured in the
form of the F-score, the weighted harmonic mean of precision and recall
Fβ(A,A




The parameter β weight precision and recall, with a higher β weighting recall more. This selectivity
has a benefit in community detection work: if the user has a preference for ensuring detection of
all nodes at a possible cost of false positives, or the converse, that can be accommodated.






The use of F1 is between a set of nodes (the known “community” A) and another set (the “detected
nodes”, A′), and for β 6= 1 is non-symmetric in A and A′. For β = 1, F1 is symmetric, with precision
and recall swapping values when A and A′ are swapped.
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Figure B.2: Trade-off between precision and recall. At low mean community size n, our detected
communities are too small and we have high precision but low recall. At larger community size, our
detected communities are too large and we have low precision but high recall. When we properly
detect the correct communities, both precision and recall are high, and we have F1 = 1. In this
sample graph, actual communities have a size of n = 32 which we can observe from the peak of
F1. This figure actually plots F
0
1 which will be explained in the next sections, but conceptually the
results are the same. Tested on q = 4 n = 32 SBM graph with pin = .5 and pout = .1.
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≈ .64. Note that the F-score does not depend on the
total number of nodes in the graph. This means our F-score scale does not change as we increase
the total graph size (at approximately constant community size), providing theoretical advantages
for local community detection.
B.2 Partition F-score
In order to compare two partitions, we take one partition as the “known” community assignment we
want to match (α) and another partition as the result from our (now global) community detection














In words, for every community A in the known partition, we compute the F-score with all commu-
nities A′ in α′ and, and choose the one which maximizes the F1 with A. We take the average value
of all of these maxima. The number of communities in α is represented by |α|.
As defined above, FP1 is non-symmetric. In the final value, each community in α is used at least
once as the first argument to F1, but the only communities in α
′ used as the second argument are
those which maximize F1 to at least one of the communities in α. There can be communities in α
′
which are left unused and do not affect the result.
It is extremely important to understand the non-symmetric nature of FP1 . As it is posed above,
FP1 is a useful metric if every known community is matched by at least one detected community.
It answers the question “Is every community detected at least once?”. A distinct question is “does
every community in α′ correspond to at least one real community?”. To answer this second question,
we swap the roles of α and α′ in FP1 and instead compute F
P
1 (α
′, α). Just like precision and recall
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both have their uses in understanding the community detection process, FP1 (α
′, α) and FP1 (α, α
′)
both tell different and useful properties of our minimization: One answers the question “is every
community detected at least once?”, the other answers “does every detected community represent
a real community?”
Naively, FP1 is an O(|α||α′|) calculation, because we must compare every community in α to
every community in α′. There is potential for optimization by first generating a list of only over-
lapping communities. Each actual F1 evaluation consists only of the operations of set intersection
and set cardinality, which can be made efficient.
Analogously, we could define partition precision/recall as






















A low precision generally indicates that communities are being detected too large or too liberally. A
low recall generally indicates that communities are being detected too small or too conservatively.
This can provide valuable information to monitor the performance of our algorithm. Note that FP1
is not communative with respect to the averaging and the precision/recall,





We apply FP1 in two ways: first to, compare the uniformity of a handful of replicas (results from
community detection applied to the same graph with different initial conditions/random seeds).
Second, to compare partitions with a known state. For these, we assume that we have r replicas
α1, α2, . . ..
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First, we can use FP1 as a measure of inter-replica uniformity in our multi-resolution algorithm.
This takes the place of the variance of information, normalized mutual information, or N -measure.
For this, we calculate FP1 with respect to every pair of replicas,





FR1 (α, β), (B.9)
for the partitions α and β in the replicas. This measure is 1 when all replicas are identical. Note
that we sum over both the argument orders (α, β) and (β, α) due to the non-symmetric nature of
the FP1 measure.
Next, we can form a version of this measure which detects similarity to a known structure which
we designate as α0. The F
P






FP1 (α0, α) (B.10)
for all replicas α. Due to the asymmetric nature of FP1 , this measure indicates the extent to
which all known communities are detected in replicas, but not the extent to which all detected
communities represent real structure. The asymmetric nature of F1 here is beneficial, because we
can handle cases where we partition the entire graph into communities, but can also search for
detection of only a few partitions within a larger graph. In Fig. B.3, we show that F IR1 is useful
for inferring F 01 , and in Fig. B.4, we show that F
0
1 behaves similarly to other partition comparison
functions.
B.4 Discussion
The F-score is a tool for comparing partitions sharing some similarity with already existing mea-
sures, but with the possibility for further extension to local community detection and overlapping
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Figure B.3: Comparison between F IR1 and F
0
1 on a q = 20 n = 20 SBM graph. We see that the
measures initially reach a maximum at the same point n = 20, allowing us to use F IR1 to infer that
communities have a size of 20 nodes. The n = 400 maximum of F IR1 is the trivial result that when
one giant community is detected, the result is very uniform.
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Figure B.4: Comparison of F 01 and other partition measures on the same q = 4 n = 32 SBM
graph. We see that all measures contain extrema at the same community size 〈n〉, validating
that all measures convey approximately the same information on this graph. We compare mutual
information I0[141, 196], normalized mutual information IN [141, 196], and variance of information
V I[194, 141, 195].
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nodes. By combining different orders applications of averaging, precisions, recalls, and F-scores, it
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